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Preface
Placing culture at the centre of efforts to achieve sustainable development is a relatively recent
perspective, but one that is continuing to gain support worldwide. This growing interest reflects a
reaction to global thought that has allowed economists to shape outlooks on development for long.
It also mirrors the waning dominance of western ideologies and interests, out of which the notion of
a ‘Third World’ was born. Development thinking and practice nevertheless are rarely locally owned,
with home-grown knowledge, norms and principles frequently disregarded and with culture viewed
as inadequate to inform sustainable solutions to development challenges.
The more positive understanding of culture in development that is emerging has been accompanied
by a recognition that culture is a vital ingredient of effective and equitable change. ‘Development’ is
then understood not only in terms of material well-being, but also in terms of human capacity and
potential. Culture becomes an end in itself - offering something to express, inspire and symbolise
collective memory, identity and aspiration.
This sounds perfectly reasonable and straightforward. Yet, what does culture look like? Where does
one look for it? How can it be integrated in one’s development practice?
At the Cross-Cultural Foundation of Uganda (CCFU), it has been our conviction that answers to such
questions had to be found. We have also been driven by the belief that development outcomes
will only be truly sustainable on the African continent if they are in tune with the cultural identity
and ambitions of its peoples. We therefore started designing practical ways to ‘think culture’ when
doing development work. In particular, we designed and delivered intensive and practical courses
for NGO, agency and local government personnel which, with other training and research work,
provided us with an opportunity to test the approach and tools that are presented in this guide.
This second edition of the guide was prepared for trainers and hands-on development practitioners:
mostly those working for NGOs, community organisations and local government authorities. It
provides the user with methods and tools to design and implement a ‘Cultural in Development’
approach, an approach which (in our experience and that of several partners) offers the user an
opportunity to appreciate the multidimensional nature of culture, its essential role in development
processes, and to apply this understanding to achieve sustainable results. This edition of the manual
has been updated and enlarged with new tools and experiences arising from our past 5 years of
field practice, working with communities, cultural institutions, and local governments in the region,
sometimes in new areas of engagement – such as on culture and governance systems, heritage education and curricula in secondary schools, as well as the often controversial issue of cultural rights.
This manual has also been enriched with examples from our work in Uganda, Zimbabwe and Kenya.
We gratefully acknowledge the generous support extended to CCFU by Plan International and its
“Promoting Rights and Accountability in African Communities” programme, who funded this publication.
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Introduction
1.		 Why a ‘Cultural Approach’ to development?
The phrase ‘white elephant’ is commonly used to describe the waste left behind by poorly designed development projects. This expression became popular in the early 1970’s when the unwanted consequences of ‘modernisation’ processes became apparent, at a time when development was equated to the transfer of ‘modern’ (though often inappropriate) thought, technology
and skills. Hence the appearance of white elephants: the disused factories, railway lines, and
other often very visible leftovers of development efforts which accompanied widespread and
continued poverty.
Many other phases followed the ‘modernisation era’: these were highlighted by such words as
structural reforms, participation, empowerment, privatisation, people-centred development, etc.
In the quest to understand the underlying reasons for these white elephants, however, there has
always been one glaring absentee: culture.
In many African countries, our tendency has also been to dismiss culture as dance and drama,
while neglecting our rich and diverse cultural resources to inform development initiatives. The
natural processes of cultural development have therefore been disrupted by norms of ‘modernisation’ which seldom take into account our local worldviews. Culture is then perceived as an obstacle to progress, or at best as an irrelevance. ‘Culture’ also becomes narrowly defined in terms
of traditional rituals and practices, especially those that are oppressive, with an insufficient focus
on the dynamism of culture and the creativity it embodies.
The positive aspects of African culture, such as the spirit of communal responsibility and accountability, conflict resolution, informal moral education and inculcating the values of honesty, industriousness, virginity and abstinence, are therefore rarely utilised by development actors, while
strengthening culture as part of human potential is generally given low priority.
This stance is re-enforced when ‘development’ is equated with economic progress: for many, culture can only redeem itself if it can help to make money. Further, when culture does not appear
to translate into direct material benefit, preference is given to Western prescriptions that seem
to provide ready answers to present-day challenges. In a poor country, what matters is security,
health and food on the table; it is not always obvious to people what culture might offer to meet
these immediate needs. The opportunities offered by cultural development have therefore been
missed, and the current policy environment, with a few exceptions, largely ignores the value that
culture can offer in fighting poverty and strengthening our human potential.
We then struggle between rejecting what we have come to regard as backward, and embracing
this same culture that shapes our identity as a people of value. For without a distinct cultural identity, we can easily be ‘swallowed’ by more dominant forces and lose an opportunity to demand
that our unique culture take the place it deserves, nationally and in the global village.
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Evidence however increasingly tells us that for development to be equitable and sustainable,
culture must be harnessed as an essential driving force. At the same time, we must acknowledge
that each culture is unique and valued by its people, and exploit the strength of cross-cultural
interaction in our diversity. The challenge is then to turn this cultural wealth into an opportunity,
rather than into the threat to harmony it is often perceived to be.
How do we do this? For a start, we need to seek more inspiration from our traditional value
systems and incorporate them within contemporary development practice. We therefore need
a culture in development perspective, which begins by appreciating our cultures as a stepping
stone to understanding who we are, and what we can exploit in ourselves and our environment
to tackle our development challenges, using values and other points of reference that we can
readily understand. Once cultural resources are seen as useful in addressing present day challenges, they are easy to embrace because people already own the ideas that arise. Cultural resources
not only provide tangible benefits, such as herbal medicine and nutritious traditional food, or
good counsel drawing on traditional wisdom, but a sense of pride in the fact that what is locally
defined, generated and owned is indeed useful and should continue to be used.
If, furthermore, we see development not only in terms of material well-being, but also in terms of
human capacity and potential, such a cultural approach places culture in a constructive light, as
essential for genuine social and economic transformation, without disregarding, of course, any
of its negative, retrogressive aspects. These, we believe, need to be understood and adapted to
achieve positive change. This guide is the product of such a perspective.

2.		 The ‘Culture in Development’ guide –
objectives and structure
This volume was developed because of the scarcity of hands-on guidance for development practitioners to analyse culture and to harness its power to make their development practice more
effective and sustainable.
The Culture in Development guide was produced after a number of training events run by the
Cross-Cultural Foundation of Uganda (CCFU), an NGO whose mission is “to promote the recognition of culture as vital for human development that responds to our national identity and
diversity”. To do so, CCFU has, over the years, researched and documented the role of culture
in development processes (mainly through case study work - see www.crossculturalfoundation.
or.ug) and conducted training and reflection events on how to integrate cultural resources in
development practice. These took place in Uganda and, thanks to our cooperation with Plan
International over several years, in Kenya and Zimbabwe as well.
This guide is meant to enable trainers and development workers acquire hands-on knowledge
and skills to incorporate culture into development initiatives, and specifically to:
8

 Deepen their appreciation of culture in its multi-dimensionality, especially its positive aspects,
as essential for sustainable development.
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 Reflect upon and appreciate evolving perceptions of the role of culture in development, and
to learn about a range of cultural approaches to development.
 Be provided with an opportunity to appreciate and respond to the cultural context and to
selected culture-related development controversies (in relation to gender, religion, cultural
rights, the economy, HIV, the law, and the environment).
 Use a range of practical field tools to analyse culture, identify cultural resources, and to develop appropriate monitoring and evaluation instruments in relation to culture, well-being
indicators and the Sustainable Development Goals.
 Identify points for ‘cultural interventions’ in development processes, and to design and implement a cultural approach, at programme and organisational levels.
This guide is exactly that – a guide. It is meant to be used flexibly, in tune with local circumstances
and aspirations. Individual ‘tools’ can therefore be used in a ‘pick and choose’ fashion to inform a
one-off exercise or to be part of a more comprehensive interaction. We should also note that this
guide mostly arises from experiences in Uganda, Kenya and Zimbabwe: adaptations are likely to
be necessary in other contexts. And it is by no means comprehensive – it offers an introduction to
the practice of Culture in Development. There is no doubt that users will want to complement it in
several ways. Finally, we assume that the user has experience in facilitating participatory training
events: the basics of running such events are not covered in this volume.
There are nine parts to this guide; each can be used independently or in combination with another. Each contains exercises that can either be facilitated in a workshop environment, or in a community. The purpose of every exercise is described, as well as the process that can be followed,
the likely time it will take, the expected outcomes and, where necessary, an example. Examples
are either in the text or refer the user to the ‘resources’ section at the end of the each part (the
orange pages), which may also contain other relevant material.
The guide is structured as follows:

Part 1 “Getting started on a cultural approach: looking at ourselves” - proposes two exercises.

One helps us to reconnect and relearn development using “cultural lenses”; the other to look at
culture as a reality in our daily lives.

Part 2 focuses on an understanding of basic concepts, namely ‘culture’, and ‘culture in develop-

ment’; as well as on what constitutes a cultural approach to development.

Part 3 is community-oriented and centres on identifying cultural resources in the community. It
includes exercises on conducting a ‘cultural baseline’; interrogating worldviews; meeting with clan
leaders; on cultural knowledge and cultural experts; and on visioning using ‘The Community Story’.
Part 4 focuses on another aspect of culture, the culture of the organisation. Three exercises are
proposed to: analyse organisational culture; reflect on its practice and ‘inculturate’ organisational
tools.
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Part 5 of the guide examines how the context in which many development organisations oper-

ate is informed by culture. We look at Culture and globalisation; Culture, governance and politics;
Culture, the law and rights; Culture, prosperity and the economy; and Culture and the media.

Part 6 presents ways to implement a “Culture in Development” approach, including how to

work with the marginalised, with youth, with women, with cultural leaders and with government
authorities; how to use cultural practices for positive change and how to work in a multi-cultural
environment

Part 7 is about ‘Monitoring, evaluation and culture’ and centres on the cultural dimension of

monitoring and evaluation, with a focus on change and the practice of M&E, the notion of poverty and well-being, and the implications of a cultural approach for M&E.

Part 8 is entitled ‘Dealing with cultural controversies’; it examines domains where a cultural ap-

proach raises hard questions. With exercises, controversies related to gender, HIV, religion, rights,
and environmental conservation are tackled.
We end, in Part 9, with cultural ‘ice-breakers’ and energisers; and with a bibliography and list of
relevant audio-visual materials that can be consulted to foster a culture in development approach.

Much of the material presented in this guide arises from CCFU’s “Culture in Development” courses, with its
workshop and field sessions, as here in Western Kenya.
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1

Getting started on
a cultural approach
to development:
looking at ourselves
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Part 1 			Getting started on a cultural
approach: looking at ourselves
As development workers, we often acquire knowledge and skills through formal education and
training that is divorced from our traditional culture and ways of learning. Culture has for long been
absent from the development discourse: looking at development from a cultural perspective may
therefore be a new concept for many of us. We thus need to reconnect and relearn development
using “cultural lenses”. This first requires a deliberate effort to confront and deal with our own biases, prejudices, mindsets and stereotypes, not only about people of different ethnic and religious
identities, but also about different understandings of the world - the more ‘modern’ and the more
‘traditionally’ inclined.

1. Self reflection and dealing with biases  
Before the trainer embarks on facilitating sessions on
‘culture in development’, it is important that he or she
prepares mentally and reflects on his/her own conviction
about the value of culture. This exercise may also be used
by other individuals who wish to reflect on their appreciation of culture.

A candid examination of one’s attitudes and perception of
culture provides a useful starting point to a “Culture in Development” process.

Exercise 1:

Self reflection and dealing with biases with respect to culture

 Purpose: To confront one’s biases and prejudices with regard to perceptions of
culture before facilitating others to do likewise.
 Process: 1 hour to start, but this is continuous process of self reflection
a) Identify a suitable environment to listen to your inner self (this may be
helped by reading a motivational or spiritual book, listening to music, or
undertaking any activity that helps you connect with yourself).
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b) Reflect on yourself, your weaknesses and strengths. Think of what informs
the way you think, behave and respond to people and events – does your
culture have anything to do with this? Has it made you more self-assured
or disempowered? See the example below:
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“A minibus with passengers travelling from Jinja to Kampala – the two
main towns in Uganda - soon filled up and set off. The minibus was buzzing with conversation as passengers talked and joked in their native Lusoga. After a few minutes’ drive, as the bus crossed the Nile and left the
homeland of the Basoga, something strange happened. The conversation
continued but it seemed stilted. Then it became clear: the passengers had
started speaking another language, Luganda. This change seemed to be
unconscious but was unanimous. When asked why the change, one of the
passengers said, “The Basoga feel shy to speak their language away from
home and prefer to speak Luganda. Some people even change their names,
just to fit in the Kampala society. In Jinja Town, Obodha Street, named
after a prominent Musoga chief, was changed to Oboja Street.”
c) Ask yourself the following questions:
 Why do I appreciate culture? What influences my appreciation of culture?
 What aspects of culture do I consider positive? Why? What motivates me
to encourage others to appreciate culture as a resource?
 What aspects of culture do I consider negative? Why? How do I explain
these, although they may be perceived as positive by others?
 How do I reconcile my perception of culture with that of the
communities or individuals I plan to support?
 Are there times when I have conflicting feelings about other people’s
perception of culture? What does this tell me about myself?
d) In view of the above, identify sources of support for a training event, for
instance:
 If one is not very fluent in the local language, it may be useful to find
someone who is able to speak the language accurately.
 If one is not very conversant with a particular cultural practice, identify
a resource person who can explain and facilitate discussions on it.
 If one has not dealt with his or her own prejudices on a particular
subject related to culture, for instance controversies regarding gender
and cultural practices, involve other resource persons in order to make
an impartial presentation rather than you presenting views that are not
in tune with your convictions.
 Expected outcome: A better self-understanding of one’s possible prejudices
and biases in relation to culture, prior to facilitating ‘culture in development’
training sessions.
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2. Culture, a reality in our daily lives
The notion of ‘culture’ is open to many interpretations. Culture is not only an academic concept,
it is a lived reality for all of us. Rather than delve into potentially arid academic debates, we propose a practical exercise on culture and the self, from a ‘lived’ and personal experience.

Exercise 2:

Interrogating our multiple identities

 Purpose: To uncover different layers of one’s personality, revealing the complex,
multi-layered identity of a person.
 Process: Approximately 2 hours for a group of 20 participants in a workshop
environment.
a) The facilitator offers him or herself as an example and asks the group
“Look at me: what is my identity, what do you see? Is there more to me
than what you see?” This could include gender, race, ethnic group (from
language or accent), profession (from dressing and mannerisms), etc. What
don’t you see? Values? Beliefs? Worldviews?
This can then take the pictorial form of ‘chapattis’ or pancakes, with each
layer representing a different aspect of one’s cultural identity. Once the
first example has been drawn (on a large piece of paper), initial reflections can be solicited. Guiding questions for the facilitator: What identities
reinforce each other? Are some layers of identity more visible than others
depending on the circumstances?
Example
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b) Next, other participants can draw their own “multiple identity chapattis”
including, for instance, race, nationality, gender, marital status, clan,
language, family background, religious beliefs, occupation, etc. and discuss
them in small groups. Other guiding questions for the facilitator might
include: What identities are sometimes in conflict (e.g. religious beliefs and
occupation)? How are these managed?
c) Depending on the time available, a few of these multi-layer diagrams can
be shared in plenary. Similar guiding questions as above can be used.
d) Reflections can be sought from the participants on (i) the nature of our
personalities and (ii) the element of culture in these different dimensions. A
concluding guiding question for the facilitator might be: How do different
cultural identities influence our work as development actors?
b) Solicit learning points from the exercise. See the example below:
Examples of participants’ learning points
 “I am one in many and many in one”
 “While we are unique as individuals, we have much in common. Diversity
is also reflected in the community which is equally diverse.”
 “Cultural identity is dynamic; it changes over time depending on the
experience of the individual; we carry it with us.”
 “Managing diversity is difficult but can be a source of wealth.”
 “Conflicts between cultural practices and religion often arise, as
well as between one’s personal cultural background and professional
endeavours.”
 There is a need to leave one’s ‘development worker’s baggage’ when first
engaging with communities and to avoid being judgemental
 “There is a need to establish the rationale of cultural practices;
appreciating that the context within which these were initiated has
changed – noting that in the past, what are currently seen as negative
practices were considered positive in the past. We should retain elements
that are considered positive by the practicing community.”
 “We should recognise that one of the community responses to the
rejection of their cultural practices is to go underground.”
 “Experiences define identity; behaviour is influenced by our identity.”
 “The development discourse often negates cultural identity: we need to
recognise our cultural identity as development workers.”

15
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 Expected outcome: Participants will recognise that we often only see one
aspect of a person’s identity: there are many others that influence a person’s
worldview, values, and principles – these are all important elements of our
daily experience as cultural beings and influence our practice as development
workers.

16

This diversity of identities masks the fact that not only are we all culturally different
from each other, as individuals we also encompass different layers of personality.
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Part 2		 		Culture in Development:
understanding the concepts
To understand a ‘Culture in Development’ approach, a good starting point is to explore the basic
concepts involved. We propose here to make this exploration interactive and ‘experiential’, rather
than academic. We move progressively from exploring ‘culture’, to ‘culture in development’ and
finally to ‘cultural approaches’.

1. Culture: a diverse concept
As culture becomes increasingly perceived as an important dimension of development processes,
research and reflection on the nature of culture is also becoming more evident. This is taking
place from different perspectives, some more ‘academic’ in outlook, others from practitioners’
points of view.

Exercise 1:

An understanding of culture

 Purpose: To help participants familiarise themselves with some of the current
notions of ‘culture’.
 Process: Approximately 45 minutes for a group of 20 participants.
a) Ask participants how they would define ‘culture’, possibly sharing the
equivalent word in their own language, if different. This can be a brief
brainstorming exercise, after which the merits and demerits of a range of
definitions can be discussed
b) Next, offer and discuss other definitions, for instance:
 Raymond Williams, in his book entitled “Culture” (1983), presents at
least four contested definitions of culture:
1. A developed state of mind – as in a person of culture’, ‘a cultured
person’;

2. The processes of this development – as in ‘cultural interests’, ‘cultural
activities’;
3. The means of these processes – as ‘the arts’ and ‘humane intellectual
works’;
4. A ‘whole way of life’, ‘a signifying system’ through which a social
order is communicated, reproduced, experienced and explored

18
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 A more recent, and southern-based definition is Nurse’s (2006), for
whom culture is “A ‘whole way of life’ because it informs the underlying
belief systems, worldviews (…) that shape international relations as well
as human interaction with the environment.”
 Closer to the development practitioner is CCFU’s multi-layered
definition: “Culture is a constantly changing……set of values, identities,
traditions and aspirations that……govern the way we identify ourselves
and relate as individuals, communities and nations.”
c) Ask some of the participants to translate “culture” into another language
they may be familiar with (from English to Luo for instance). What
different perspectives on the notion of culture then emerge?
d) Finally, ask participants how cultural values manifest themselves in
different contexts: attitude towards work (work ethic); gender; a sense of
collective responsibility; perceptions of leadership, participation, sharing
knowledge and space; democracy and patronage.
 Expected outcome: Participants will have reflected on the nature of culture
and its broader definition, and acquainted themselves with different
perspectives on this concept. They will have moved away from the commonly
accepted perceptions of culture (such as music, dance and drama), to its
more underlying, less visible, but possibly more important dimensions (such
as governance systems, knowledge and skills, worldviews, traditions and
aspirations).

The concept of culture was defined by workshop participants
in Homa Bay (Kenya - left) in
2014 as kitwa – kibe kitwa
(customs and practices). ‘Culture’ was perceived as a way of
life; ‘the way we behave’; ‘the
way we do things’; ‘how we
relate’. It was also seen to have
material elements – clothing,
dress code, housing, architectural design, and tools. These
go hand in hand with beliefs
– ‘things that govern the way
we do things and why’, shaping
language, defining life and
death, poverty and wealth.
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2. Culture in development
As the link between ‘culture’ and ‘development’ becomes globally better recognised as important, work has been taking place in the last few years on ‘unpacking’ this connection. Participants
can now move to the next stage of analysis and explore the connection between ‘culture’ and
‘development’, first by examining two frameworks.

Exercise 2:

Two cultural analysis frameworks

 Purpose: To help participants familiarise themselves with the ‘culture in
development’ concept, using two frameworks of analysis.
 Process: 2 hours for a group of about 20 participants in a workshop
environment.
a) The first framework can be presented using both a pictorial approach and
a handout (see below). Developed by the NGO ‘Creative Exchange’, this
presents culture at four different levels: as context for development, as
content, as method and as expression. Guiding questions for the facilitator:
What are some examples of culture as content, method or expression? How
have you used any of these in your programme work, if at all?

The Levels Model: Towards a conceptual framework for culture and development
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The interface between culture and development assumes many dimensions, including the use of cultural
resources and skills to generate income - a market scene in North-Western Uganda
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 Culture as context for development: the socio-politico-cultural
environment that needs to be taken into account in development
activity. It may be that a programme or project will need to
acknowledge how and why it will be challenging culture e.g. in the
context of female genital cutting or traditional gender roles, or it
may be that a project will be able to acknowledge how and why it is
embedded in and drawing on local socio-political dynamics to enhance
the development process e.g. working with spiritualists or traditional
faith healers.
 Culture as content in development: the content of local languages,
practices, objects or traditions may be drawn upon in the development
process e.g. the use of a traditional dance, the contents of a traditional
song, or other items with cultural significance, such as clothing or
artefacts.
 Culture as method within development: the medium or cultural forms
(traditional or otherwise) that programmes/projects may use in order
to address development issues e.g. song, drama, dance, poetry, music,
video, radio or photography.
 Culture as expression: consists of the tangible, dynamic and creative
elements of culture that connect with our beliefs, values, attitudes,
feelings, emotions, and ways of viewing the world. Expression is
fundamental to self-determination, community engagement and to
imagining futures. Development processes that foster expression and
engagement, have socio-cultural relevance and echo the lived experiences
of beneficiaries; they stand a greater chance of contributing to quality of
life and sustainable solutions.
Cultural approaches are being applied in the development arena in two
observable ways: As a tool: cultural approaches are used in an instrumentalist manner
and are generally message-based. The tool-based approach is generally
intended to inform, although it is sometimes used in such a way as to
allow or try to encourage some degree of participation, but ultimately
its outputs are usually pre-determined by those controlling the
development process.
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 As a process: cultural approaches are the basis of a liberationist
approach that endeavours to explicitly address issues of shifting power
and strengthening people’s control over the development process. It
starts from people’s own experience and involves participatory creative
process, the output of which is not pre-determined.
(From: “Culture: Hidden Development”, Creative Exchange, Gould and Marsh, 2004).
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b) The second framework has been developed by CCFU. This can be presented
using the diagram below. It includes concentric circles, with culture (and its
manifestations in terms of worldview, expression, intellect, activities, etc)
at the centre, interacting with development as an outer ring (with its key
concepts of pluralism, human rights, economic development, education,
environment protection, etc.). The shaded interface represents the
necessary compromise, negotiation, and shift in understanding as a result
of mutual influence.

DEVELOPMENT
Pluralism

Gender
Equality

Human
rights
Worldview:
Organisation:
Orientation,
Traditional
Values, beliefs
mechanisms,
principles,
processes &
perceptions
systems
Expression:
Language,
Music, dance,
Structures:
drama, food
Museums &
CULTURE
dress
Monuments

Health/
Wellbeing

Intellect
Traditional
knowledge,
skills& practices

Governance

Environment:
Natural resources
Activity: - flora & fauna
Cultural
Industries,
traditional
occupations

Education

Climate
change

Environment
protection
Economic
development
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c) Once presented, the following text can be shared and reactions sought:
“In almost all cases there exist two bodies of knowledge – based on local (indigenous) and western (foreign) cultures. Neither one is necessarily
superior to the other. There are advantages and disadvantages to a purely
traditional or modern approach to development. The question therefore is
how to understand the rationale, motivation, and contextual relevance of
each and seek a middle ground for sustainable results. This is at the core of
a ‘Culture in Development approach.”
d) Alternatively, select a development concept (gender, governance, human
rights etc.) and discuss it from a cultural perspective. Guiding questions
for the facilitator: What are some of the commonalities between a
development and a cultural perspectives? What are some of the conflicts in
values and perceptions?
e) The handout on evolving perceptions of ‘development’ and ‘sustainable
development’ can be shared and discussed (see ‘Resource’ at end of section)
f) Conclude using the following guiding questions: What examples are you
familiar with of attempts to link culture and development? What was the
result? What can be learnt from this?
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Climate change has become a key concern from a development perspective. Yet, natural resource management has strong cultural dimensions including protecting and using natural resources, both for physical
and spiritual well-being. With regard to Uganda’s Rwenzori Mountains, for instance, two bodies of
knowledge can be considered: while the melting of the ice cap is an environmental concern, it is also a
spiritual challenge, as the “home” of the gods of the local Bakonzo slowly vanishes.
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3. Understanding cultural approaches
Over the last decade, there have been attempts to develop practical methods to explore the link
between culture and development. These have mainly been driven by development practitioners,
rather than ‘academic’ analysts. To put ‘culture in development’ into practice, this section of the
guide explores three examples: ‘The Cosmovision approach’; the ‘Endogenous Development approach’ and the ‘Culture in Development’ approach.

Exercise 3: 		 An exploration of cultural approaches
 Purpose: To help participants explore three approaches that link culture to
development.
 Process: 3 hours for a group of 20 participants workshop environment.
a) The first approach is the ‘Cosmovision approach’ (See ‘Resources’ at end
of section). The COMPAS programme illustrates the linkages between
man, nature and the spiritual world as overlapping and this is where
Cosmovision is defined. This can be presented using the diagram and the
example below. Other examples can then be solicited from the participants
and discussed.
Human
world

Natural
world

Spiritual
world
Example:

Female bondage – a cultural practice in Ghana

Female bondage – Trokosi - is a cultural practice that has been officially banned in Ghana but is still practiced in some areas. A family believed
to have displeased the ancestors is required to appease the spirits and be
cleansed of this offence by offering a young female relative to the chief
priest. From the perceptive of the ‘family or woman’, cosmovision could be
illustrated by examining the following dimensions:

1. Natural world: the woman provides labour to the chief priest, produces
children, sexual gratification, and her material needs are met (food,
shelter, clothing etc.)
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2. Human world: the chief priest
is provided with a woman
helper, the family is accepted
within the community and
can associate with others with
dignity.
3. Spiritual world: there is
a sense of security and
gratification arising from
meeting spiritual obligations;
there is psychological calm
as a result of reconciliation with the ancestors through cleansing and
appeasement.
This practice can also be examined from the chief priest’s perspective. An
analysis of this nature can lead to a better understanding of:
 why a cultural practice persists,
 who benefits from it and how,

 the extent to which it is understood as positive or negative by the people
who maintain it.
Guiding question: Choose a controversial cultural practice in your context
e.g. Female Genital Mutilation. What is your analysis of its different dimensions as per the Cosmovision approach? What is the most appropriate
intervention, if any, to modify or discourage continuation of the selected
practice or aspects of it?
b) A second approach is the ‘Endogenous Development (ED) approach’ (See
‘Resources’ at end of section). Present the following principles informing ED:
1. Building on locally felt needs

2. Improving and completing local knowledge and practices

3. Increasing local control and enhancing the dynamics of local knowledge
4. Identifying development niches in the local and regional economy
5. Selective use of external resources

6. Retention of benefits in the local area

7. Exchange and learning between cultures and religions
8. Learning and capacity building

9. Networking and strategic partnerships
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10.Understanding forms of knowing, learning and experimenting
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Ask participants to give examples of some of these principles put to use in
a development initiative they are familiar with.
c) CCFU’s ‘culture in development’ approach (See ‘Resources’ at end of
section). Present the four main principles that guide this approach:
1. Culture is a resource in the development process; positive aspects of
culture can provide effective and lasting alternatives to address development concerns. The incorporation of culture in the development process
must be based on evidence of the significance of culture to a given society.
2. Negative cultural practices need to be analysed and understood in their
entirety (social, political and economic significance), in consultation with
cultural stakeholders in order to be effectively addressed

3. Negotiation between various bodies of knowledge, worldviews, values,
identities and principles is necessary to reach a compromise on an acceptable and meaningful form of development; the approach requires
recognition and a deliberate effort to manage resistance to change and
to create synergy. Diversity (if well managed) is a source of wealth rather than a threat
4. Disseminating the principles of engaging with culture in development
fosters respect and learning amongst development practitioners.

Guiding question: Give an example of the existence of two bodies of knowledge e.g. traditional and modern medicine, traditional and conventional
religion, traditional and modern governance systems etc.; what are some
of the compromises made? How is the situation managed, if at all?
 Expected outcomes: This exercise allows participants to link theory and concepts
related to culture to development and to provoke some reflection questions.
For instance, the following emerged from diverse training events:
- If culture is constantly changing, do we have any constant roots; an anchor?
- ‘Universal’ human rights can undermine a ‘culture in development’
approach
- Who are we to say “Drop this cultural practice”?
- A culture in development approach is potentially effective; it can be
sustainable
- Some of us have been culturally uprooted and we operate in an
environment where Western values are very dominant – how do we then
reconcile culture with development?
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In fostering an understanding of culture and development, the Cosmovision, the Endogenous Development and the “Culture in Development” approaches strive to appreciate the cultural context.
Thus, even where a practice does not conform with, say Human Rights standards, there is a need
to understand why this (still) exists. Albinos are for instance, often stigmatised – even ritually
murdered - in several African countries. Their distinctive appearance is surrounded by myths which
have a powerful negative impact on their lives. In some societies it is believed that having a baby
with albinism (or having a child with a disability) is the result of witchcraft or that it is a bad
omen. In this way, unfortunate events and calamities find a necessary – if erroneous – answer.
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Resource: Development and sustainable development
Development usually refers to a complicated pattern of economic, social and political change,
having as its main objective the equitable wellbeing of people within a cultural context.
It is after the 2nd World War that ‘development’ emerged as a concept, mostly in the context of
efforts to alleviate the living conditions of people, mainly in ‘under-developed’ or ‘Third World’
countries. It was then thought that development should follow the same pattern as in the more
developed countries and much emphasis was placed on economic growth. Development then
often appeared to be externally driven and aid and foreign investment were considered crucial
ingredients for economic development. Many African countries got independence around this
time and sought to reflect what was considered ‘modern’. As a result development was commonly defined in terms of economic growth and modernity.
While this is still largely the case, in the last decades, development has been increasingly seen to
be about people (and not about things), hence the notion of ‘people-centred development’. This
has opened the door to notions of development as seeking the spiritual, moral, and material advancement of the whole human being, both as an individual and as a member of a society. The
concept of development now includes transformation to modern status, increase in productivity, high technology and industry, infrastructural availability, social services, social and political
consciousness, participation, advocacy and empowerment as well as increase in the capacity to
control the environment.
Sustainable development has traditionally been focused on an environmentalist framework
that gives priority to the issue of ecological degradation (and increasingly its repercussion on
climate change). If until recently, sustainable development was viewed solely through the lens
of the environmentalist, there is now increasing emphasis placed on its interconnection with
social and economic dimensions. Contemporary mainstream notions of sustainable development now portray it as a tri-dimensional concept featuring the interface between environmental, economic, and social sustainability (Bell, 2003; OECD 2001).
The economic dimension of sustainable development reflects, according to Munro (1995), the
need to strike the balance between the costs and benefits of economic activity, within the confines of the carrying capacity of the environment. Economic progress should also not be made
at the expense of intergenerational equity: resources should therefore not be exploited to the
extent that their re-generative ability is compromised.
Social sustainability relates to the maintenance of political and community values. Social values
and norms, being largely intangible, relate to the “ethics, value systems, language, education,
work attitudes, class systems” and so on, that influence societal relations. Social sustainability
also speaks to the satisfaction of basic human needs within the society such as food, clothing,
and shelter. The sustainability of social needs and values alludes to the quality of growth that
occurs in the economy. Equity in the distribution of resources is integral to social sustainability. According to the Brundtland Report (WCED 1987: 54) “economic and social development
should be mutually reinforcing”. (Nurse, 2006)
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The notion of sustainable development now underpins the successors of the Millennium Development Goals. The 17 “Sustainable Development Goals” will inform international development
efforts until 2030 and cover such areas as poverty elimination, employment, environmental
protection and climate change, education and health, gender equality, justice and human rights.

The Sustainable Development Goals affirm the link between culture and sustainable development. Goal 4
on education has a target that stipulates that by 2030 “all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including (…) promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence,
global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development”. Other goals stipulate as targets to “devise and implement policies to promote sustainable tourism
that creates jobs and promotes local culture and products”; to “develop and implement tools to monitor
sustainable development impacts for sustainable tourism that creates jobs and promotes local culture and
products” and to “strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the world’s cultural and natural heritage”.

Resource: Three ‘cultural approaches’
1. COSMOVISION
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This is based on the conviction that, to understand the local context and to build good relationships with local people, a first step is to understand the way people view the world, how this
plays a role in their daily life and how their worldviews influence the interaction with outside
knowledge systems. We need to examine changes in worldviews that are a result of external influences and changes that are a result of local adjustments to ecological, technological, commer-
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cial, political and demographic changes. We need to understand the contradictions, compromises, tensions that emerge as a result of engaging with new knowledge. Are indigenous knowledge
and institutions being eroded or strengthened? How is this reflected – in creative adaptation,
conflicts, parallel systems or knowledge that is more appropriate / relevant to current needs?
By studying cosmovision and concepts of life, we learn about creation myths, the role of divine
beings in society (ancestors, sacred persons, animals, places and objectives), as well as the concept of nature (the role of energy, rituals and spiritual technologies) and how we can engage
with this. This also includes concepts of time, relationships of cause and effect; and the relationship between man, nature and the spiritual world. COMPAS illustrates the linkages between
man, nature and spiritual world as overlapping.
Although all three dimensions are interlinked, it is important to understand which aspect of
cosmovision in a particular cultural practice is most important to allow one to gauge the degree
of any resistance to change. This approach also enables one to discern which aspects are most
harmful or useful and how changes to such aspects impact on the value attached to an entire
cultural practice.
2. ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT
Endogenous development (ED) is development that starts from within a people – what they are
already doing to develop themselves, based on their knowledge systems, values, skills, etc. ED is
largely culturally sensitive development that illustrates cultural inclusion. It is mainly, though
not exclusively, based on locally available resources (knowledge, culture and other resources).
ED uses the cosmovision of the people as an integral and important part of the development
process. It recognises indigenous bodies of knowledge and complements these with appropriate
external resources. It encourages the retention of benefits within the local area and ensuring
equity in the use of the resources. Traditional authority and institutions are seen as key to enhance networking, lobbying and policy advocacy. While this type of development places significant emphasis on the inclusion of the cultural dimension, it does not refer to the visible aspects
of culture, 3Ds (dress, diet and dance) but rather its invisible aspects, the values, belief systems
and assumptions on how the world is or should be organized, according to a given society.
It may therefore be argued that ED is pragmatic, ethical and political. Pragmatic – in that other
development efforts have failed to achieve meaningful results; ethical in the sense that people
have the right to live according to their culture and value systems which should not be trampled
on by ‘development’; political because it advocates for the right of self determination and the
right to have a key say in development efforts that affect people’s daily lives.
As a starting point, ED seeks to understand the daily life of a community which includes their
values, principles, beliefs, practices, social organisation, world views, and knowledge and skills,
including the value attached to these resources and how they are used.
3. CCFU’S ‘CULTURE IN DEVELOPMENT’ APPROACH
This is an approach that “recognises, builds upon and integrates positive aspects of culture in
all spheres of development; uses practical examples to illustrate the value of culture in develop-
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ment (as a resource); and acknowledges and manages the challenges associated with achieving
synergy between the ‘modern’ and the ‘traditional’.”
Culture as context, process, content, and tools are all important aspects of understanding the
significance of culture and how this influences development processes that are introduced into
a given society. Identifying traditional leaders, custodians of culture and institutions in a given
community is not only important for purposes of community entry (protocol) but also for recognition of their role as opinion leaders, custodians of culture, and key actors in accepting and
causing transformation.
This approach is guided by the following principles:
1. Recognising culture as a resource: this involves recognising and acknowledging the existence of indigenous knowledge systems and using them in the development process. This
could take the form of collaborating with traditional institutions and involving them in the
entire ‘project cycle’, exploring and understanding “beneficiaries”’ cultural values; understanding their cosmovision, other forms of local knowledge and ways of learning.
2. Appreciating the positive aspects of culture: understanding the value / significance attached to cultural practices and establishing synergy with a desired goal to achieve effective
and lasting alternatives to address development concerns
3. Recognising negative cultural practices: analysing and understanding these practices in
their entirety (social, political and economic significance), including the rationale for their
existence, in consultation with cultural stakeholders in order to cause lasting transformation, where desirable.
4. Managing change: Recognising and deliberately managing resistance to change; actively
seeking compromise between various bodies of knowledge, worldviews, values, identities
and ways of learning to contribute to acceptable and meaningful development. Negotiation
between various bodies of knowledge, worldviews, values, identities and principles is necessary to reach a compromise on an acceptable and meaningful form of development.
5. Fostering respect, tolerance, and harmony - seeking engagement rather than dominance.
6. Building on the existing for sustained benefits: a consultative and genuinely needsbased and capacity-building approach; cultural ‘cocktailing’ (blending different agenda, value systems). Incorporation of culture in the development process is based on evidence of the
significance of culture to a given society.
7. Appreciating cultural diversity (if well managed) as a source of wealth that potentially
provides for alternative ways to address development challenges, rather than a threat to
progress.
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Part
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community
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Part 3 			Identifying cultural resources
in the community
We rarely think about cultural resources in our environment. More often, we consider culture as
an obstacle in the way of desired change or ‘development’. A ‘Culture in Development’ approach
takes the view that culture is, in many cases, an inherent resource.
This part of the guide is designed to explore further the notion of ‘cultural resources’ and suggests six tools that can be used in partner communities. There is an element of overlap between
these tools and a need to use all six is unlikely.

Preparing for the field
Each interaction might take several hours and, since some of the topics may be delicate, several
meetings over a number of days may be advantageous. Preparation for field work is essential and
should include:
 The careful selection of communities or respondents to reflect the cultural nature of the
information being sought. In all likelihood, invitations to any meeting will have to be
extended either by local leaders or through them. Local leaders will thus have to be informed
and asked to take part (whenever possible) in planning the interaction.
 The selection of an appropriate venue, taking into consideration the likely number of people,
the weather, people with a disability, and the symbolism of a venue (meeting in a church, for
instance, will not convey the same message as meeting at a Local Government office or at a
cultural leader’s compound). A church or mosque venue may well preclude discussion about
the ‘spiritual’, especially if it is not church- or mosque-sanctioned.
 A careful review of a ‘community protocol’: how will the interviewing team introduce itself
and the reason for the meeting or interview? What language will be used? How will it
explain to what use the information collected will be put? How will it translate and explain
‘difficult’ concepts? Will a summary of the main points be made (and by whom?) and how
will this be checked with the respondents? How will the issue of any expectation of financial
gain be dealt with?
 Pre-testing the tools, especially if not previously used by the team.

Reflections on our practice
After the field work sessions, reflections from the field team(s) can be solicited. Guiding questions
can include: After this interaction, what new information has arisen that should inform our practice? How can our plans be better in tune with our partners’ cultural resources and aspirations?
Here are examples of reflections arising from earlier training exercises:
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 “Time was too short. The field work highlighted the need for a more patient approach than
is our custom; we need to listen, to probe. This should be integrated in our programme
designs.”
 “An initial engagement with the community did not really bring out the wealth of knowledge
that exists – the second interaction was therefore important - there is a need for a deeper
understanding”.
 “We need to re-think our community entry points (not only government leaders, but also
cultural institutions) and to build on such existing resources. Further, cultural leaders should
be seen as key stakeholders, not only to be consulted, but to actively participate in all
aspects of our development initiatives; they have power and permanence”.
 “We need to connect better with local values, not only our own as development workers
 We need to be realistic about the pace of ‘modernisation’ and not be romantic about longlost culture”

1. Conducting a ‘Cultural Baseline’
Too often, culture is not ‘seen’ at all because little effort is made to find it. When it is recognised,
it is seen as an obstacle to development processes. To counter-balance this view, we look at ‘cultural resources’ from a community perspective. Where does one look for culture? How does this
look like in a ‘community’s eyes’?

Exercise 1: Cultural baseline tool
 Purpose: To examine different dimensions of ‘cultural resources’ in a community.
 Process: May take several hours, and several field sessions might be necessary.
This is an exercise that can be carried out with a mixed group of informants,
but works best with a small group. Mature adults, including women who are
important custodians of culture, are more likely to provide comprehensive
information. The youth and children might provide less information but might
learn much from the interaction.
Adopt the approach of a semi-structured interview where probing is essential.
One needs to ensure that past and present are consistently drawn together –
otherwise the discussion can end up being too ‘past-oriented’. For the tool in
a ‘handout’ format and an example, see the ‘resources’ section at the end of
this part of the manual.
a) Discuss the local understanding of ‘culture’.
b) Explore the following dimensions using guiding questions:
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1. People: Who are the people who are the ‘repositories’ of culture, who
generate cultural knowledge and have an influence over it? For instance:
men and women, cultural leaders, religious leaders, elders, clan leaders,
wise people, custodians of indigenous knowledge, spiritualists, healers,
storytellers and others.
2. Values / Beliefs / Worldviews: How can they be explained? Which ones
are important? For instance: values such as integrity, solidarity, competitiveness; religious/traditional beliefs, perceptions of wealth, health,
illness, luck, afterlife, origin of life, birth; worldviews (see Exercise 3
below), whether individualistic, communalistic, rational or spiritual.

3. Practices (and norms) / Customs / Attitudes: Which ones are prevalent? Have they changed? For instance: rites and ceremonies (birth,
initiation, marriage, death), enforcement of values, dressing, eating and
other habits; attitudes towards authority, privacy, public goods, social
deviance.

4. Knowledge / skills: What language, indigenous knowledge, informal education, artistic skills, craft, economic livelihood skills, artefacts prevail?
5. Systems: What systems exist? For instance governance, accountability
and regulatory frameworks

6. History: What is relevant? For instance: traditions, social capital,
myths, traditional role models and associated values, symbols, stories,
and monuments.
7. Relationships: What relationships are important? For instance:
relationships within the family, the extended family, the clan,
community, with the village, the town, and the wider world.

c) Identify the key elements under each (or the main) resource in terms of
1. Relevance – relative importance of a resource to meet societal demands
/ needs
2. Prevalence – number of people / areas involved/concerned
3. Recurrence – one-off versus regular

4. Self-perpetuation – reproduces itself endogenously
5. Ownership – accepted or not as belonging to self

d) Finally, for each (or main) element, data can be collected on the following:
1. Who is involved?
2. Why?
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3. When?
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4. Results?
5. Costs?

6. Benefits?

7. Recent changes?
8. Linkages?

9. De-linkages?
e) Draw conclusions from the data collected
Example:

see ‘resource’ at end of section, an example from Pokot
(Karamoja, Uganda)

 Expected outcome: Both community and external participants should have
moved forward with their understanding of the local cultural context and
content, focusing deliberately on cultural resources. Experience has shown that
this type of (often unusual) interaction leads to a comprehensive and animated
discussion.
The tool can also help development workers reflect on their practice: how
the ‘modern’ and the ‘traditional’ often co-exist in communities and how
cultural assets, if nurtured, could provide a useful basis for new initiatives. As a
Zimbabwean participant observed:
“Culture is an important part of identity and a source of wealth; it therefore
must be integrated in our practice and we need to build on this foundation,
whether we are engaged in service delivery, conflict mediation or policy work.
The approach also has implications for behavioural change work and for
development communications. A cultural approach creates a positive space for
interaction, with strong local interest. The community then feels it has been
met half-way. This can provide an important strategy for local ownership and
therefore sustainability in our efforts. Cultural diversities and similarities can be
used as a bridge”.
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Discussing the local meaning of culture provides an essential starting point for conducting a cultural
baseline. A participant shares his reflection in Bundibugyo, Western Uganda; a mind map arising from a
discussion in North-Eastern Uganda.
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In Chipinge Province, Zimbabwe, the researchers found the outcomes of their cultural baselines in various
communities important to shape their programme strategy, especially regarding domestic violence. Their
work for instance highlighted the important positive cultural values of faithfulness, love and harmony.
The value of harmony was also evident in inclusion systems such as the bandlhas (traditional spaces for
conflict resolution). Ancestral views on marriage, as a respected institution, could be harnessed to stop
gender-based violence.
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2. Mapping Cultural Heritage
Another way to make heritage “apparent” is to develop a map of heritage resources. This is an exercise that is especially useful to bring tangible elements of one’s culture to the surface (such as heritage sites, historical buildings and monuments, etc.). These however always have a “story” attached
to them – a story that highlights the cultural meaning of a particular element of one’s heritage.

Exercise 2: Cultural heritage mapping
 Purpose: To map tangible cultural heritage in a particular location (village,
district, etc.)
 Process: This may take several hours and require field visits, depending on the
participants’ level of knowledge. The exercise could be undertaken in teams if
necessary (each team could for instance tackle one county in the district or one
type of heritage – tangible, natural). Where needed, information collection can
be complemented by field visits. )
The map should show the location of – and additional information on - the
various elements of cultural heritage in existence in the district or community.
It is useful to indicate both tangible and intangible heritage resources (e.g. a
historical site, as well as values associated with the site and the location of
persons who are identified / knowledgeable about it).
a) Make an initial list of local sites, historical buildings and other elements of
the tangible heritage; indicate them on a rough map of the village/district,
b) Start complementing the list, refine the map and add information on each
element, probably combining tangible and intangible aspects of each. The
list could include:
1. Sites, monuments and other elements of the built heritage – landscape
with cultural significance, historical churches, schools and other buildings, sacred trees, graves, other sites of historical significance.

2. People - Cultural leaders, religious leaders, elders - male and female, clan
leaders, wise people, custodians of indigenous knowledge, spiritualists,
healers, storytellers and others (these may be linked to particular sites).
3. Values and customs: particular sites, people, associated with important
values and customs, such as initiation grounds, burial grounds, forests, etc.
4. Knowledge and skills – places and people related to local language, indigenous knowledge, informal education, artistic skills, crafts, traditional
foods; economic livelihood skills, artefacts.
5. Others: ceremonies, traditions, cultural institutions, other items that are
associated with the district’s or community’s heritage.
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c) Explore the following dimensions using guiding questions:
1. Sites, monuments and other elements of the built heritage: How is the
history and culture of the district or community depicted? What is
important and why?
2. People: Who are the people who are the ‘repositories’ of culture, who
generate cultural knowledge and have an influence over it?

3. Values and customs: Which ones are important and prevalent? How can
they be explained? How have they evolved over time? Why are they still
relevant today or not?

4. Knowledge and skills: What language, indigenous knowledge, informal
education, artistic skills, craft, economic livelihood skills, artefacts prevail
in the locality
5. Others: What systems exist? What institutions exist?

Further questions could be more action-oriented, e.g.:

1. Discuss the status of these resources and identify concerned stakeholders
2. Establish accessibility, and enjoyment of these heritage resources
Example:
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Heritage map, around a school in central Uganda

 Expected outcome: Participants have developed a written record of their local
heritage in the form of a map, which can be used later to implement and/or
monitor changes.
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Mapping can be undertaken using whatever materials are available, as shown here, when the Benet
Community mapped its cultural heritage sites on
Mount Elgon in Eastern Uganda, using a cement
floor.

3. Interrogating worldviews
Development prescriptions often fail because they are imposed or only taken up by the ‘beneficiaries’ in a superficial way. Sustained change needs us, development practitioners, to comprehend
how people understand the world and how proposed changes might fit into this vision.
What is a worldview (or cosmovision)? The term refers to the framework of ideas and beliefs
through which an individual interprets the world and interacts with it. It has been said that “in
the African worldview, the world is made up of ancestors, the living and the not yet born and
nature is sacred. Within this worldview, there is a hierarchy between divine beings, ancestors,
living human beings and natural forces. Time is cyclic and goes from the present to the past.
Ancestral spirits have powers that can be used in both positive and negative terms. In present day
African reality, one can observe two co-existing systems of beliefs and knowledge: traditional and
modern, each accompanied by specific values, logic and interpretation of cause-effect. This often
leads to different choices about lifestyle, spirituality and practices…” (Millar, 2006)

Exercise 3: Interrogating worldviews
 Purpose: To help participants understand local perceptions of the world and how
any proposed change might fit into this.
 Process: May take several hours in the field; several sessions might be necessary.
This exercise can be carried out with a mixed group of informants.
a) Adopt the format of a conversation with the following key areas of
discussion and guiding questions:
1. Cosmovision and concepts of life: What are the local creation myths? What
are the divine beings that play a role in society? What is the significance
of ancestors, animals, places? What is the concept of time? What is the
relationship between mankind, nature and the spiritual world?
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2. Indigenous institutions and practices: What persons have special knowledge
and power and play a particular role in the community; their role,
responsibilities and attitudes towards change and innovation? How do
people learn, teach and experiment? How does local knowledge relate to
western concepts and explanations?
3. Changes in the traditional cosmovision: What changes, if any, are/have
been internally driven and/or externally influenced? What are the tensions
generated as a result, if any? (Has some knowledge gone ‘underground’?
Has indigenous knowledge been eroded?)
4. Harnessing local worldviews: How can the local community develop so that
its cultural identity is maintained and enhanced? How can opportunities
for using external knowledge be carefully considered?
b) Draw out and discuss the main conclusions arising from the exercise.
Example: remarks emerging from a field session in Busoga, Eastern Uganda:
- “There was only an uncertain knowledge of creation stories and myths.”

- “Local divinities were nevertheless acknowledged (these have to an extent
been pushed ‘underground’ and public opinion dictates openness in this
respect).”

- “Although conventional religions appeared to have become dominant in the
people’s appreciation of their worldview, a close link with ancestors was
still considered – they were called upon for intervention and guidance, as
for cleaning graves.”
- “Sacrificial animals were also important, highlighting how the spiritual
world affects the natural world (drought) and consequently affects man.“

- “Worldviews were seen to be less informed by local authorities (e.g. ssengas
[aunties] who are no longer exemplary) and traditional values are being
eroded, even challenged, by a money-dominated world.”
 Expected outcome: Participants better able to look beyond the ‘immediate’
outputs that development initiatives often focus on. Participants appreciate that
the spiritual is for instance an important dimension of development and this
must be taken into account.
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Elderly persons can often best provide information on a community’s worldview. However, young people
can benefit from listening to discussions on such topics, as here among the Ik, a minority ethnic group at
the border with Sudan and Kenya, in North-Eastern Uganda

4. Meeting with cultural leaders
Cultural leaders, such as clan leaders, often constitute a reference point in local communities, as
a source of knowledge and as regulators of local norms. In many locations, clan leaders might
have much influence. This could include administering land disputes, disseminating information,
appointing family and clan heirs, maintaining the peace and determining punishment to uncooperative members of their community. They are often consulted on traditional knowledge, ceremonies, on sacred places – without which new development initiatives may be unsuccessful. They
are also often considered non-partisan and incorruptible. Sometimes too, they resist ‘modern’
change or they see their authority undermined by ‘modern’ development trends.

Exercise 4: Interviewing cultural leaders
 Purpose: To generate knowledge on a community’s institutional history,
traditional systems of governance, values, perspectives and worldviews, as well as
power relations.
 Process: 3 hours in the field.
This exercise is carried out with cultural leaders and possibly associated
community opinion leaders, singly or in a small group.
a) Using a semi interview approach explore the following key areas, using
guiding questions
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1. Make-up and history: How do cultural leaders / clan leaders fit in relation
to other traditional institutions? What is their history/origin, make up and
formation?
2. Participation in decisions: What common types of decisions do they take
part in (family, community, beyond the community)? What influence do
they have on decision-making? Do they collaborate or conflict with other
decision-making bodies? Are they consulted by outside parties?
3. Evolution of participation in decision-making: What type of decision do
they increasingly or no longer take part in? What are their new roles, if
any? Why the changes?
b) Draw out conclusions with the following Guiding questions: What values
do they bring? What should change? Conclusion: what is the role of clan
leaders in “modern times”?
Example:

From Busoga (Uganda) fieldwork notes:

“The clan leaders emphasised their continued influence: they are consulted
on traditional knowledge, ceremonies, on sacred places – without which
new initiatives may be unsuccessful. There are several levels of leaders, from
the local Omutaka with his ‘soldiers’ to arrest wrongdoers or to refer to the
Local Councils. All clan leaders can be censored and are not easily corrupted.
While they may have new roles (such as identifying community needs and
overseeing purchases to facilitate funeral and marriage ceremonies), they
are not involved in government planning mechanisms and they felt that
youth lack interest in culture: they are money minded and may not take the
institution forward to the next generation”.
 Expected outcome: ‘Meeting with cultural leaders’ acknowledges their importance
as local repositories of knowledge and as leaders with influence. An interview
with these leaders (who are rarely consulted by development workers), can yield
important local information and enlist the support of influential persons for
future initiatives.
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Observing protocol and showing respect is vital when conducting sessions with cultural leaders, as here
with a chief in Zimbabwe (seated on a chair).

5. Cultural knowledge and cultural experts
As development practitioners, we frequently ‘skim the surface’ of local knowledge systems. The
cultural sub-text is rarely explored. Furthermore, although we increasingly recognise the existence
of a valuable local knowledge base, this is too rarely taken into account when development strategies are designed.

Exercise 5: Interviewing cultural experts
 Purpose: To explore local knowledge from a cultural perspective and think
through its implications for development.
 Process: (3 hours in the field, possibly in two sessions)
This exercise is carried out with opinion leaders, elders, and the ‘mature
generation’. It takes the form of semi-structured interview with a small group
of experts.
a) Using the format below, investigate different aspects of cultural knowledge
as suggested in column 1, in terms of contents, source of information,
prevalence and perpetuation.
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b) For each aspect, explore any implications for development initiatives

Aspects of
cultural
knowledge

Contents

Source of
information

Prevalence
and
perpetuation

Implications
for
development
practice

Local history /
cosmology

What is the
early history
of the village?
Who founded
it? Why?

Retired teacher?
Elder? Clan
leader?

How widely
known and used
is this knowledge?
How is it
transmitted?

Contents

Source of
information

Prevalence and
perpetuation

Implications for
development
practice

Several
belief systems
co-exist in
the community: linked
to established
religions,
emerging
religions (e.g.
“born-again”)
and traditional beliefs

Pastors, Imams,
clan leaders,
traditional healers and spirit
mediums

Traditional belief systems and allegiances
to several of them
simultaneously inform many practices
in the community,
although this is not
easily acknowledged.
Transmission mechanisms are diverse:
apprenticeship,
inheritance.

We need to look
at all these belief
systems as ‘engines’
to motivate a range
of practices. In our
health programme.
For instance, we
need to incorporate all ‘knowledge
custodians’ in our
intervention

How useful
for a proposed
development
initiative?

Beliefs
Values
Practices &
skills
Dreams /
desires
Example

Aspects of
cultural
knowledge
Beliefs
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 Expected outcome: Participants helped to generate and analyse cultural
knowledge and to reflect on its relevance.
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Example of reflections from a field session:
“We see that wisdom can be reflected in proverbs, riddles and stories.
Knowledge is exhibited in many areas, including expertise in herbal
medicine, post-harvest methods and food processing, brewing, etc. Methods
of transmission of information vary: through parents, the fireplace,
apprenticeship, community activities. Important traditional values include
good neighbourliness; respect (especially of elders) and solidarity. Aspirations
are expressed in terms of blending traditional and modern values, including in
bringing up children”.

Elders are often more than willing to
share their wisdom and knowledge with
others – a Heritage Education School
Club in session in Eastern Uganda

6. Looking forward: the Community Story
The last of the community interaction tools focuses on the future. Everybody has aspirations and a
vision of “the good life” but this does not always match external prescriptions, such as development
plans and national vision documents. It is however increasingly recognised that people’s aspirations
must be central to development goals and strategies if these are to be relevant and sustained.
‘Visioning exercises’ are rarely explicitly culturally-informed, nor exploring the non-material aspects
of well-being. This exercise is inspired by a view of the world and human beings, whose identity
encompasses four segments: the spiritual, emotional, physical, and the mental (See “Medicine
Wheels” in the resources section).

Exercise 6: Visioning - the community story framework
 Purpose: to develop a vision rooted in the community’s innermost values and
traditions.
 Process: 3 hours in the field.
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The community story framework consists of a series of guiding questions and
a method for using the information gathered when people draw on these
questions to share their experiences, analysis, and especially their hope and
dreams. The questions are built around levels or sections associated with
the medicine wheel (see resource at end of section). This exercise provides
an opportunity to explore a culturally rooted vision of the future and it is
important to focus on that part of the exercise – although it comes last.
Working with a mixed group of respondents, explore the following areas:
a) The past: Guiding questions: What was life like for our people in the ancient
and in the more recent past? How have changes over the years affected
our people today? What can we learn from the past to help us build a
better future?

b) The present: Guiding questions: What is life like now (mentally, emotionally,
physically, and spiritually) for our children, youth, adult women,
adult men, and elders? What are the key issues or problems we face;
opportunities; challenges?

c) The future: Guiding questions: What would life be like if it was good and if
the highest hopes for the healing and development of our people were to be
fulfilled? What would a healthy person be like (mentally, emotionally, physically, and spiritually) when they are children, youth, adult and elders? What
is a healthy community- politically, culturally, socially and economically?
(Adapted from: Learning Endogenous Development COMPAS, Practical Action, 2007)

 Expected outcome: Participants will learn that the past is often depicted in
terms of ideals – useful local skills, stable marriages, well brought-up children
whose behaviour was a collective responsibility. These may still colour aspirations
for the future, which may include spiritual, emotional, and mental aspects as
well as material ones.
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A visioning session among young men in
Chipinge, Zimbabwe
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Resource: The Cultural Baseline tool (Participants’ handout)
A) Mapping cultural resources
1 People - Cultural leaders, religious leaders, elders - male and female, clan leaders, wise people, custodians of indigenous knowledge, spiritualists, healers, storytellers and others
2 Values / Beliefs / Worldviews
 Values - integrity, solidarity, competitiveness
 Beliefs – religion, perceptions of wealth, health, illness, luck, afterlife, origin of life, birth
 Worldview – individualistic, communualistic, rational, spiritual
3 Practices (and norms) / Customs / Attitudes
 Practices / Customs – rites and ceremonies (birth, initiation, marriage, death), enforcement of values, dressing, eating and other habits
 Attitudes - towards authority, privacy, public goods, social deviance
4 Knowledge / skills - Language, indigenous knowledge, informal education, artistic skills,
craft, economic livelihood skills, artefacts
5 Systems - Governance, accountability and regulatory frameworks
6 History - Traditions, social capital, myths, traditional role models and values attached, symbols, stories, monuments
7 Relationships - Family, extended family, clan, community, village, town, wider world
B) Analysis: Identifying the key elements under each resource in terms of
1
2
3
4
5
6

Relevance
Relative importance of a resource to meet societal demands / needs
Prevalence – number of people / areas involved/concerned
Recurrence – one-off versus regular
Self-perpetuation – reproduces itself endogenously
Ownership – accepted as belonging to self

C) Analysis: For each key element, collecting data on the following
1 Who is involved?
2 Why?
3 When?

4 Results?
5 Costs?
6 Benefits?

7 Recent changes?
8 Linkages?
9 De-linkages?
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Cultural baseline tool: Example
Cultural resource: Traditional governance system
Practice: Clan court/meeting (Kokwo) in Pokot district, Uganda
1 Relevance: addresses community disputes – in respect to land, cattle rustling, adultery or
domestic violence
2 Prevalence: each village has elders / clan leaders / council of elders to whom these complaints are reported and addressed – practiced to present day
3 Recurrence: convened on a daily basis and as and when reports are brought to the attention
of the clan leaders
4 Self-perpetuation: elders are selected from the community – young replacing the old on
the council of elders
5 Ownership: meetings are caused by the community, decisions taken are adhered to; it is
entirely community driven; and processes are monitored by the community - belongs to the
community
Further analysis
1 Who is involved? Clan leaders, elders, community members (men, women and the youth).
Clan leaders are traditionally groomed for leadership, perceived to have wisdom, are impartial and respected, and their word is final. It also involves the complainants and the accused
who believe in and recognise the authority of the clan courts.
2 Why? The community courts are preferred to legal courts because they are considered relevant; complaints are dealt with immediately, and publicly, in a language and according to
procedures understood by the community. Emphasis is placed on reconciliation and therefore the accused once proven guilty is instructed to compensate the complainant, often
immediately, followed by a ritual of reconciliation
3 When? Community meetings take place on a daily basis or as and when complaints are
brought before the clan leaders
4 Results? Two parallel governance systems in operation; tendency to refer cases to the clan
courts as opposed to the legal courts; limitations of both systems not adequately addressed;
positive aspects not harmonized.
5 Costs? The clan leaders are not paid in monetary terms for their time to resolve cases, however their transport is paid for and the accused is obliged to provide them with local beer and
to slaughter a bull on their behalf.
6 Benefits? Alternative avenue and accessible for dispute resolution; expedient and conclusive resolution of community conflicts
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7 Recent changes? Clan leaders are being encouraged to gain exposure to new knowledge on
rights (human, women and children), and to collaborate with other law enforcers and development workers.
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8 Linkages? Occasional referral of cases between the two governance systems; in some instances collaboration with local government, army and police, NGOs.
9 De-linkages? Perceptions of justice and dispute resolution differ – one emphasising punishment and the other reconciliation and compensation.

A kukwo in action

Resource: Medicine wheels
Erecting massive stone structures is a well-documented activity of ancient man, from the Egyptian pyramids to Stonehenge, and the natives of Northern America are no different in this regard. What does separate them from the rest is how non-intrusive their structures were. Unlike
the usual towering stone monoliths, the natives simply laid down lots of stones on the earth in
certain arrangements. One of the more obtuse arrangements is the medicine wheel. Medicine
wheels appear all over northern United States and southern Canada, specifically South Dakota,
Wyoming, Montana, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. Most of the wheels have been found in Alberta. In all over 70 medicine wheels have been found. One of the prototypical medicine wheels is
in Big Horn County, Wyoming. This 75 foot diameter wheel has 28 spokes, and is part of a vast
set of old Native American sites that document 7,000 years of their history in that area.
Medicine wheels are stone structures built by the native peoples of North America for ritual
purposes. They incorporate central concepts of the worldview of the people. The Four Worlds
Centre for Development Learning in Canada has based its model of community development
practice on this model, especially its notion of harmony represented by the wheel and the four
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sections of the medicine wheel. Each can represent the potential of each human being – the
spiritual, the emotional, the physical, and the mental. In Native American spirituality, the Medicine Wheel represents harmony and connections and is considered a major symbol of peaceful
interaction among all living beings on Earth.
The term “medicine wheel” was first applied to the Big Horn Medicine Wheel in Wyoming, the
most southern and one of the largest in existence. That site consists of a central circle of piled
rock surrounded by a circle of stone; “Rays” of stones travel out from the central core of rock
and its surrounding circle. The structure looks like the wheel of a bicycle.
Medicine Wheels are still
used today in the Native
American spirituality, however most of the meaning
behind them is not shared
among non-Native peoples.
How were they made?
Medicine wheels were constructed by laying stones
in a particular pattern on
the ground. Most medicine
wheels follow the basic pattern of having a centre cairn
of stones, and surrounding
that would be an outer ring
of stones, then there would be “spokes”, or lines of rocks, coming out the cairn. Almost all
medicine wheels would have at least two of the three elements mentioned above (the centre
cairn, the outer ring, and the spokes), but beyond that there were many variations on this basic
design, and every wheel found has been unique and has had its own style and eccentricities.
The most common deviation between different wheels are the spokes. There is no set number of
spokes for a medicine wheel to have. The spokes within each wheel are rarely evenly spaced out,
or even all the same length. Some medicine wheels will have one particular spoke that’s significantly longer than the rest, suggesting something important about the direction it points (see
Meaning below). Another variation is whether the spokes start from the centre cairn and go
out only to the outer ring, or whether they go past the outer ring, or whether they start at the
outer ring and go out from there. An odd variation sometimes found in medicine wheels is the
presence of a passageway, or a doorway, in the circles. The outer ring of stones will be broken,
and there will be a stone path leading up to the centre of the wheel. Also many medicine wheels
have various other circles around the outside of the wheel, sometimes attached to spokes or the
outer ring, and sometimes just seemingly floating free of the main structure.
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What do they mean? Medicine wheels have been built and used for so long, and each one has
enough unique characteristics, that archaeologists have found it nearly impossible to tell exactly
what each one was for, and haven’t had much success at making broad generalisations about
their function and meaning. One of the older wheels has been dated to over 4,500 years old; it
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had been built up by successive generations who would add new features to the circle. Due to the
long existence of such a basic structure, archaeologists suspect that the function and meaning of
the medicine wheel changed over time, and it is doubtful that we will ever know what the original purpose was. It is not hard to imagine that medicine wheels, like most large stone structures,
would probably have served a ceremonial or ritual purpose. There is evidence of dancing within
some of the wheels. Other wheels were probably used as part of a ritual vision quest. Astronomer John Eddy put forth the theory that some of the wheels had astronomical significance,
where the longest spoke on a wheel could be pointing to a certain star at a certain time of the
year, suggesting that the wheels were a way to mark certain days of the year. Other scientists
have shown that some of the wheels mark the longest day of the year. (Note that an astronomical/calendar theory has been suggested for just about every unnatural stone structure on Earth.)
(Source: http://www.medicinewheel.com)

Visioning – Field examples from Uganda and Kenya
A) The views of elderly men and the Abila in Homa Bay, Kenya
 Life in ancient times was characterised
by strong cultural values (respect, ‘socialism’, discipline, responsibility, honour and
love). Communal work and services were
prevalent, as was good physical health (primarily because of healthy food), and spiritual health. There was informal education
to transmit values and the abila - the “hut”
in Luo or community or family discussion
space - was functioning.
 Present life: although housing, clothing,
water supplies and communication links
and education facilities have all improved,
cultural values have been eroded – people
are behaving without restrictions, they are money minded and individualistic. The youth are
informed by television, no longer by culture. There is also less food than before.
 Desired future: this would first be defined by domestic peace and respect, and the love of
God. One would return to cultural values, there would be good income and infrastructure,
education. Food and water would be sufficient. Elders would be consulted. Our community
would be caring, with no discrimination and social protection for the vulnerable, in togetherness and participation.
 How to get there: groups need to be promoted, cultural education needs to take place, one
should return to indigenous foods, taking care of the vulnerable, and making better use of
local resources. The abila must also return.
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B) Visioning with clan leaders on domestic violence in Lira District, Uganda
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Past

Future

Marriage

Tweyo lao (stripping ritual)
Harmonious polygamy
Sacrifice – cow
Fidelity valued
Rich member – pays dowry for any young man
Parents responsible for marriage

Tweyo Lao dropped
Sacrifice – over taken by religion
Closer to wives – role models Children participation
Parents to have a hand in marriage Spiritual
life

Child up
bringing

Role of mothers
Children – clan

Children participation
Rights/ responsibilities
Children having choices

Family relationship

Sharing/eating food – festivities
Support assured from any family

Food secure with assets/saving
Educated /respected children
Bicycle in each family
Cattle
Living in harmony
Respect between wife/husband

Clan
traditional
leadership

Witchcraft/ traditional medicine- hearing
cleansing
Clan leaders were respected

Women to take up key position in leadership
Exemplary clan leaders
General security
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Culture and the
development
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Part 4 			Culture and the development
organisation
This part of the guide focuses on another aspect of culture, the culture of the organisation. The
more we are aware of it, the more we can engage with ourselves and our environment from a
cultural perspective, and promote a ‘cultural approach’ as part of the organisation’s practice.

1. Culture in our organisation
Organisations exist because of the people that are part of it: yet organisations sooner or later
seem to develop their own distinctive ‘culture’. Sometimes this happens unintentionally, sometimes deliberately following organisational prescriptions. In both cases, the staff might then say
to the newcomer, “This is the way we do things around here.” This “way of doing things” may
encourage innovation or conservatism. It may also manifest itself in other ways - the level and
kind of interaction between people within the premises; how diversity among employees is managed; how gender roles are perceived (quite apart from any gender policy); a sense of collective
responsibility and attitude towards work; perceptions of leadership; the use of language; dress
code, etc.

Exercise 1: The “Hippo exercise”: analysing culture in the organisation
 Purpose: To reflect on the organisation’s culture, its visible and less visible
aspects, and its capacity to learn and change.
 Process: Approximately 3 hours for a group of 20 participants in a workshop
environment.
Participants might include staff members (old and new; programme and
administrative), Board members and partners who know the organisation
intimately.
a) Briefly discuss what is meant by ‘organisational culture’ and how it
manifests itself.
b) Draw a large submerged hippo in the water on a large piece of paper,
showing the water line. Normally, as we know, the larger part of a hippo is
under the water, compared to the part that is visible (see the example on
the following page). Explain that the hippo represents an organisation, such
as the one the participant(s) work(s) for.
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c) Give examples of what lies above the water level (the mission statement,
active field programmes, or impressive and orderly offices), as opposed to
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what lies below and is less visible (cooperative spirit among the staff – or
the lack of it; effective power – that might not be linked to position or
salary, informal systems such as a condolence or welfare fund (“mabugo”
in Uganda) or the office counsellor/ssenga).
d) Work in small groups work on a case, using a ‘real-life’ example. The
participants can also be divided into older established staff; newer
ones, board members, and others. Each can draw a hippo of the same
organisation, thus providing different perspectives on it. Slowly, the hippo
will get filled in: it will provide a snapshot of the organisational culture.
e) Depending on the time available, a few of these diagrams can be shared in
plenary.
f) To conclude, reflections can be sought from the participants on (i) the
nature of ‘culture’ in their organisation and (ii) what implications this
analysis might have for the people who work there and their culture and
for (iii) organisational practice. Guiding questions: What is unexpected?
What are the contradictions, if any, below and above the water line? Why
it is the way it is? Is there need and willingness to change, and how? Or is
the situation satisfactory?
Example: a hippo diagram
Reports, brochures,
publications

Satisfied, professional
Board & staff

Good partner relations
Participatory
management

Policies
Logo & slogan

Offices, Vehicles,
equipment

Unwritten
authority

Corridor talk

Board interference,
conflict

Discrepancy
in benefits

Informal decision
making

Preferential staff
treatment

Patronage

Exaggerated
data

 Expected outcome: Participants will reflect on the nature of organisational
culture, and its visible and less visible aspects. They will relate their individual
experiences to the organisational environment, and identify any necessary change.
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Organisational culture can
be reflected
in one’s wear
- the person
on the right
works most
probably for an
NGO, the person on the left
for an official
government
body.

2. Culture and organisational practice
Having looked at the ‘insides’ of the organisation, we can now move to an examination of what
the organisation does, in relation to culture in development.
A development organisation is usually established to meet a particular need or to cause a distinct
social or economic change, often referred to as its mission. In the long term, the desire is to
contribute to a positive state of being, often known as the organisation’s vision. To achieve this,
the organisation must focus on specific ways to channel its energies and resources: these are its
strategic objectives. These are normally influenced by external factors, or by consistent monitoring and evaluation that trigger renewal, or simply by responding to a promising approach to development practice. Often, however, the importance of culture is not taken into account, leading
to a practice that is externally motivated and not sufficiently sustainable.

Exercise 2:

Integrating a cultural dimension in an organisation’s thinking and practice

 Purpose: To integrate culture in an organisation’s thinking and practice.
 Process: 3½ hour reflection exercise, which may need to be repeated at intervals.
This exercise may involve programme and selected administrative staff; and
Board members.
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a) In plenary, ask the participants to reflect on the organisation’s vision and
mission statements (written on a flip chart). What ideology, values and
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assumptions inform the organisational approach? Do they reflect in any
way the importance of culture in development practice?
b) Discuss how culture has affected the organisation’s programme work,
negatively or positively. What lessons have been learnt? What are some
of the positive aspects that may be integrated in the organisation’s
programme approach? (Refer to the Principles of a “Culture in
Development Approach” – see the resource at end of part 2 of the guide)
c) In small groups, participants work on adjustments to the organisation’s
mission (and possibly the vision) statements, followed by adjustments to
objectives and strategies to reflect a cultural approach. If need be, help
participants to reflect on how making culture more visible can result in
specific outcomes (see Resource at end of section)
d) Facilitate consensus building in plenary and agree on the necessary
amendments to the vision, mission, and objectives, as well as on the way
forward.
 Expected outcome: Consensus on vision, mission and objectives reflecting an
appreciation of ‘culture in development’.
Example: See “resources” section at the end of this Part

The conduct of gatherings often tells much about organisational culture – a participatory meeting at Plan
Kenya.
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3. Programme approaches and seeking synergy
Many development organisations have espoused “programme approaches”, the most common
probably being the “rights-based approach”. Is adopting a “culture in development” approach
compatible with other programme approach? This exercise will help participants determine common ground and build on synergy between different approaches, where possible.

Exercise 3:

Programme approaches and seeking common ground

 Purpose: To establish how a “culture in development” approach can complement
– or not – other approaches used by a development organisation.
 Process: 3½ hours in a workshop environment, with programme, selected
administrative staff and Board members if possible.
The process is likely to vary with each organisation and with the tools
currently in existence. Possible steps and guiding questions might include:
a) Reviewing any programme approach currently used by the organisation –
does it provide at all for a cultural dimension?
b) Are there any implicit or explicit positive or negative consequences linked
to any organisational approach for an appreciation of cultural resources?
(for an example, see Part 7, Cultural Rights)
c) Can elements of a “Culture in Development” approach be integrated into
existing programming approaches used by the organisation? If so, how?
d) Are there opportunities for adopting a “Culture in Development approach
in the organisation?
e) Sharing, establishing a consensus and agreeing on a way forward (see
‘Strategising to adopt a “cultural approach” in Section 6).
Example:

See “Culture for Inclusive Development - Plan Zimbabwe’s Story”
in the resources section.

 Expected outcome: A way forward has been identified for the organisation
to either integrate elements of “culture in development” approach in its
programming work or to adopt it as a stand-alone strategy.
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4. Inculturating organisational tools
While a ‘culture in development’ approach may appear in an organisation’s mission and objectives, this will often need to be reflected in its daily practice and in the various tools it uses. This
exercise takes the previous one a step further, to a more practical outcome, with a focus on common organisational tools and their ‘cultural compliance’.

Exercise 4:

Working on organisation tools

 Purpose: To integrate culture in the various tools an organisation uses.
 Process: 3½ hours in a workshop environment, with programme and selected
administrative staff. The process is likely to vary with the organisation and with
the tools currently in existence. A possible process would entail:
a) Listing the various tools currently in use (e.g. Logframe, strategic plan,
human resources and financial policies, etc.)
b) Working in small groups to review these in the light of the outcomes arising
from the exercises above on incorporating a ‘culture in development’
approach in the organisation.
c) Sharing, establishing a consensus and agreeing on a way forward (see
‘Strategising to adopt a “cultural approach” in the resources at end of
section 6).
Examples:
1. From SWOT to SWOT-C: many organisations use a ‘strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats’ planning and monitoring tool. A cultural
perspective can be included and the tool be renamed SWOT-C (SWOT,
with culture). This can incorporate issues relevant to organisational culture
(as part of the strengths and weaknesses sections), as well as the evolution
of the cultural context outside the organisation (the opportunities and
threats sections). This is explored in more detail in Parts 5 and 8 of the
guide: see “Responding to the cultural context” and “Dealing with cultural
controversies”.
2. Human resource and financial policies: the following could be considered, by
way of examples:
a) Core values should discourage stereotyping and include respect for
diversity in all its expressions, e.g. traditional dress should be allowed;
working hours/holidays should reflect worship hours, and cultural and
religious festivals
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b) Orientation/induction should include learning about each other and the
cultural attributes of the community where one is expected to serve.
c) Payment of financial support to a bereaved family (mabugo) should be
the norm; medical documentation from recognised traditional healers
should be recognised to apply for sick leave.
3. Logframes: Organisations often use a logical framework as a planning,
monitoring and evaluation tool. A cultural perspective could be reflected in:
a) Mainstreaming culture across all objectives and indicators and/or
b) Incorporating a specific objective on culture with its indicators
4 Strategic plan: (an example from PLAN-Uganda)
a) Analysis:
- Enhance PEST(E) analysis to PESTEC (an environmental scan
covering political, economic, social and technological changes to take
culture into account as well)

- SWOT-C (emphasis on Strengths and Weaknesses with respect to
culture and on examining organisational culture values, practices and
policies)

- OTC: opportunities, threats analysis linked to cultural resources (e.g.
PLAN linking children to jajjas (elders), aunties, kojjas (uncles), clans,
extended families)
- Use the outcomes of the interactions with partner communities on
culture for analysis
b) Strategic options or ‘responses’:
Culture should not be a stand-alone objective only: PLAN could mainstream a cultural approach through, for example:

- Adjusting the vision to: “a world in which all children realise their full
potential in societies that respect and promote people’s rights and
cultural values
- Values: include cultural values, e.g. neighbourliness and respect

- Activities: empowering children through cultural structures (parents,
families, clans and clan leaders, the community).
 Expected outcome: Organisational tools reviewed and adjusted to reflect a
cultural approach to development.
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Resource: ‘Outcomes from making culture visible’
“One of the enduring features of social or developmental projects which draw on cultural issues,
local cultural content or forms of expression is the wide range of impacts which can be achieved
simultaneously on, for example: awareness, individual capacity, economic potential, human
rights, social interaction, and identity/diversity .”
From: ‘Culture: Hidden Development’, Creative Exchange, 2004
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Excerpts from “Culture for Inclusive Development - Plan Zimbabwe’s Story”, Plan, 2015
Plan, a child-centred community development organisation, has expanded its programmes in
Zimbabwe to reach more than 2.5 million people directly and indirectly. These programmes
have, until recently, often been somewhat externally driven and have tended to exclude the
country’s rich culture as a resource that could be tapped into to inform its work. Culture was
indeed often perceived as an obstacle to ‘modern’ development and as an impediment to progress, such as on issues around child rights, child marriage and gender equality.
In 2012, following a staff training event, Plan Zimbabwe embraced a “Culture in Development”
approach, integrated with a rights-based approach. This approach was not the first adopted by
Plan: over the years, various approaches to programming were premised on Child-centred community development (CCCD) and informed by needs-based approach to programming, often
emphasising the provision of subsidies.
As earlier approaches yielded various degrees of success in terms of adoption and sustainability,
Plan quickly realised the potential with CiD to enable engagement with communities at their
own pace, i.e. the way communities had been living before any Plan intervention. Plan was also
quick to realise that it had implemented some of its programmes without fully understanding
the cultural context of the communities they operate in. This could lead to project failure, especially where these had not been built on culturally existing values, systems and structures.
How was this realisation brought about? Plan Zimbabwe’s governance structure allows for learning and trial at various levels. Plan Zimbabwe strongly believes that knowledge and skills among
its personnel should be enhanced, and has put in place staff networks, learning circles and conferences, which are anchored around demand-driven topics and subjects. CiD was thus adopted
by Plan after internal “marketing” through a presentation at the 2012 annual conference.
There is now a general acceptance of the CiD approach and an acknowledgement that, on the
one hand, there are many positive aspects in the culture of local communities and that, on the
other hand, there are opportunities to “negotiate” on those aspects that have a negative influence on, say, gender equality. Plan programmes are now planned after a thorough analysis and
understanding of the local culture and practices. Building on the positive aspects of culture has
also become an important planning consideration. The application of the CiD approach currently includes programmes on maternal and child health, child protection, and food security.
As a result, Plan’s initiatives are now more relevant in terms of recognising local strengths and
capacities presented by culture as a resource. The sustainability of programmes has also improved due to emphasis on utilising local structures, knowledge and practices.
There is also a realisation within Plan of the synergies with other programming approaches.
Thus, access to one’s culture is for instance as much a right as child rights and should be promoted as well. Both cultural rights and child rights should not be seen as contradictory: families
and traditional cultural leaders are the children’s duty bearers and we seek to engage with both
in trying to promote the same message. All of them can speak with one voice on child protection and child rights.
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The adoption of a CiD approach has however not been without challenges. For a start, there was
initial scepticism by a few staff, especially those who had worked for the organisation for some
time and were used to the delivery mode presented by the needs-based approach. They saw this
shift towards too much ‘software’ as potentially compromising the impact of Plan programmes.
This reflected the need to avoid any remnants of a “top down” approach, where programmes are
developed from outside. A “we claim to know it all” attitude needs to be consistently replaced
with respect, and seeking continuous guidance and wisdom from the traditional leadership and
others. More generally, CiD is a new approach to development and many perceive culture as
contributing to negative forms of development, a perception that can be attributed to a superficial understanding of the approach by management and development practitioners.
Such challenges require an organisation’s management that thinks ‘outside the box’ and creates
spaces to empower its staff with knowledge and skills. The ability of Plan Zimbabwe to embark
on CiD may be attributed to such practice, where the organisation was able to listen, create
spaces, demolish silos and empower its staff to speak among themselves and to encourage each
other on this new approach. The CiD approach worked well in Plan Zimbabwe, because of a conducive environment that both promotes innovation, continuous learning and improvement,
and decentralisation of decision-making on programme issues.
The CiD approach is however no panacea and can be difficult to harness: culture is dynamic and
changes in response to various stimuli. On the one hand, one may encounter resistance to change
and entrenched positions, for instance by traditional leaders. On the other, one may encounter a
breakdown of the social fabric and of family networks, including social protection mechanisms.
Striking a balance between perceiving culture as a relic of the past to be celebrated and preserved and as a dynamic concept that communities should adapt to is also often difficult. This
calls for a thorough analysis and distilling of the positive and negative aspects of culture, which
in turn demands well motivated, oriented and trained staff. So this is an on-going process and
should not be rushed.
The approach has led to programmes that
are participatory, inclusive and build on the
strengths of local level structures, institutions and culture, leading us to believe that
some of the challenges that we are facing
today will be a thing of the past.
The CiD approach however does not seek to
replace all other development approaches;
however, by adopting the CiD approach,
Plan Zimbabwe has enhanced the capacity
of staff to facilitate participatory sustainable development programmes owned and
managed by the communities themselves,
driving inclusive programmes at local level.

Meeting with religious and government leaders
during a Culture in Development training session
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Resource: Example of Culture in Development Plan
Plan Organisation
components
Place-based work

Current year

Use culture baseline tools when applying
Participatory Assessments in new wards
Sensitise traditional leaders, emerging and
local leadership on ‘culture in development’
Facilitate inter-generational dialogues
between youth and traditional resource
persons

Next year

Use of theatre to generate income
Linkages with National Arts Council for
funding
Collect Most significant Stories/ case
studies of cultural development
Use IEC to unleash the power of
language, idiom and proverbs

Promote the use of culture through Theatre
for Development
Include cultural resource persons in village
and ward steering committees
Identify and use positive cultural values to
promote gender equality and build on these
when engaging men through the men’s fora.
Identify specific cultural practices to support
our development agenda
Policy influence

Make use of cultural baseline tools to advise
research and other documentation for policy
influence.

Support the development of
communiqués for chiefs and cultural
leaders for child rights campaigns

Work with chiefs to promote positive cultural
values that reinforce gender equality

Sign MOUs with chiefs and cultural
leaders

Domesticate themes of our development
campaigns to accommodate cultural values
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Part 5 			Responding to the cultural
context
This part of the guide examines how the context in which many development organisations operate is informed by culture. We look in turn at Culture and globalisation; Culture, politics and
governance; Culture, the law and rights; Culture and the economy and Culture and the media.

1. Culture and globalisation
Globalisation, with its unprecedented acceleration and intensification in the worldwide flows of
information, capital, and labour, presents both opportunities and threats. On the one hand, access to diverse bodies of knowledge has in some cases resulted in the reconstruction of identities
and cultures. Traditional societies and communities, whose mechanisms for knowledge generation and transmission are not sufficiently rooted, tend to be most adversely affected by this. On
the other hand, globalisation presents diverse avenues for economic and social development,
and it offers insights and lessons from across the globe. In addition, advancement in information
technology (especially the social media) has proved to be very effective in raising political and
social consciousness.
Striking a balance between the homogenising effect of globalisation and protecting the uniqueness of diverse local cultures is challenging. While culture is dynamic and a community may
choose to integrate and shed aspects of its culture it finds irrelevant, it is important to recognise
the forces that can cause undesirable changes that could lead to the elimination of cultural identity. Thus, respect for cultural diversity is essential if globalisation is to create conditions for mutual
understanding, dialogue and peace. The exercise below illustrates the effect of globalisation on
culture.

Exercise 1:

Culture and globalisation

 Purpose: To analyse the range of positive and negative forces that result from
globalisation and that have an impact on culture
 Process: A Force Field Analysis exercise; 2½ hrs in a workshop or community
environment, involving representatives of cultural institutions, religious
institutions and community members including youth - about 30 in total.
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a) Give examples of different aspects of globalisation, such as the interconnectedness of human life across the planet, the reduction of
political and geographical distances between peoples, the domination
of international norms and laws over domestic regulation, economic
liberalisation and the technological revolution.
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b) Draw a line in the middle of a large piece of paper and write the word
‘Globalisation’ on it.
c) Ask the participants to list all the negative forces of globalisation on culture
and write these on the upper side of the line with arrows pointing down.
All the positive forces of globalisation on culture can then be written on the
lower side of the line with arrows pointing up.
d) Each force should be represented by one arrow and the length or thickness
of the arrow should represent the size of the force.
e) In three groups (cultural, religious and community youth groups, for
instance) discuss and note what can be done (i) to reduce or eliminate the
negative forces and (ii) to strengthen the positive forces.
f) In plenary, agree on practical actions the participants can take within
their control.
 Expected outcome: Participants will have gained insights into the positive and
negative influence wielded by globalisation on culture.

Globalisation has contradictory effects on culture – access to the internet is now possible in even the remotest villages.
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2. Culture, politics and governance
Since culture informs how we organise and manage our lives, one of its important aspects concerns power relations - how we perceive and relate to each other, and what is considered “right”
or “wrong”. Politics is therefore closely related to culture, if we see politics as intrinsically linked
to access and control of resources and the power determining how these are used and by whom.
Culture informs the way people relate to leadership; it defines how power is shared; whether relationships are equal or hierarchical; and whether questioning authority is acceptable or not and
in what context. Different cultures will give priority to different values: in some cultures much
emphasis is for instance placed on chastity and hard and fast rules to enforce this are put in place,
while in other cultures truth telling is paramount and is supported by elaborate rites to extract
the truth and to sanction defaulters. The first exercise helps us understand aspects of governance
in a cultural institution.

Exercise 2a: Culture in Governance
 Purpose: To understand the governance system of a cultural institution
 Process: Guided discussion - 3 hours in a workshop environment, with
representatives of traditional institutions (elders, clan and other cultural
leaders), local government officials, development partners, such as researchers
and NGO programme staff.
a) Identify one cultural institution (kingdom, chiefdom, clan or council of
elders) and describe its traditional governance structure, systems and
functions.
b) List the key functions of the institution and next to each responsibility
indicate the key players in decision making. Note those who are excluded
and discuss the reasons for such exclusion.
c) Discuss some of the principles and beliefs that inform the allocation
of authority described in (b), how the interests of the excluded are
addressed (or not) and how this system influences perceptions of power
and authority
d) If time allows, invite a government official or NGO programme officer to
make a short presentation on the principles of democratic governance.
e) In two groups, discuss and present: (i) what aspects of culture enhance
democratic governance; (ii) what aspects of culture contradict democratic
principles and (iii) what are the implications of this?
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 Expected outcome: Participants will have a clearer understanding of how
the distribution of authority and decision making power take place within a
cultural institution.
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Power can be looked at as the capacity of different actors (cultural leaders, elected officials,
technical personnel, local community members, business people, etc.) to participate effectively in
influencing decision-making. Political institutions however do not exist in isolation of each other.
Some male dominated traditional governance systems have for instance been influenced by democratic governance principles and now offer women positions of authority and leadership. The
next exercise examines ‘governance relationships’.

Exercise 2b: Politics and culture
 Purpose: To explore the relationships between key cultural values and resource
persons in a community, and externally inspired political institutions and
sources of power.
 Process: (3 hours in the field or workshop environment)
Researchers, staff, cultural resource persons (elders, clan and traditional
leaders) and local government leaders in small focus group may be involved in
this exercise.
a) Facilitate a brainstorming exercise to help participants generate a list of
influential individuals or institutions that affect the governance of the
community.
b) A Venn diagram can be used to
illustrate this exercise. Explain,
if need be, how the diagram
works: each circle represents a
social institution (or influential
individual), while the size of the
circle represents the perceived
importance of this institution/
individual. The distance between
each of the circles can represent
the degree of cooperation (or lack
of it) between these institutions.
Circles can overlap to show closer
cooperation.
c) A first circle can represent “the
community”. Then the other
circles (one for each institution)
can be drawn within, outside, or
partly outside it. See the example:
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d) Facilitate the discussion. Guiding questions: Who takes important decisions
in the community? Where do decision makers get their mandate? Are the
same principles and values used to assess the performance of traditional
leaders as for local government leaders? Give examples. If not, why?
What values inform the decisions taken? What opportunities exist for the
traditional leadership system to engage with the local governance system?
What are some of the constraints? You may wish to use and discuss the
comparative table on the values that inform “traditional” and modern”
governance systems in the Resources section.
e) Use the information gathered to generate further discussions on the
implications for programme design and implementation.
 Expected outcome: The relationship between influential institutions (including
cultural institutions) and people is better understood and managed for effective
programme implementation.

In Africa, cultural leaders evolve in different constitutional contexts. In some countries, their political power is circumscribed by law, but their influence on the local population can nevertheless be considerable.
In other countries, such as in Ghana, South Africa and Zimbabwe, cultural leaders wield legally-defined
political authority, for instance through a National House or Senate of Chiefs.
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3. Culture, the law and rights
‘Culture’ and ‘human rights’ are often seen as contradictory, with the former placing emphasis
on the collective and the latter on individual rights. For many communities in the East African region, customary laws and principles guide how local communities are managed. ‘Customary law’
is however often seen as ‘below’ statutory law, although ideally the legal frameworks and rights
should be inspired by the cultural context. In some cases, customary laws and principles are not
written but known to the community and their leaders, and enforced through sanctions; while
in other cases they are written and used as effective reference material to resolve disputes and to
manage community challenges.

Exercise 3:

Understanding ‘customary’ law and traditions

 Purpose: To establish how a given community defines and uses rights and how it
may address clashes between customary and state laws.
 Process: 2 hours in a workshop environment involving staff, cultural resource
persons and, where possible, a legal resource person specific to the thematic area.
a) Briefly present the case study on Powerful clans and the denial of women’s
rights (See ‘Resource’ at end of section) and use this as an example of the
interface between customary and State law.
b) In plenary, discuss what rights were violated and what made this case
difficult to resolve.
c) Request the participants to form three small groups and ask each to
identify one example of an existing discrepancy between culture, customary
and state law and how this has been addressed, if at all, by a partner
community. Whenever possible, the examples should reflect the focus of the
organisation(s) represented amongst the participants.
d) Discuss the presentations of all three groups – cluster common issues raised.
e) Request the legal resource person present – if available - to explain the
implication of the situations presented.
f) Collectively discuss the range of cultural resources that can be used to
better understand culture and rights related issues
g) Where appropriate, use the information gathered to inform programme
design and implementation, community engagement, monitoring and
evaluation.
 Expected outcome: Participants will have gained an understanding of the coexistence of different legal/customary systems and have discussed the implications.
Note: see also the exercise on legal pluralism in Part 8 and ”resources” on
cultural rights at the end of this Part.
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4. Culture, prosperity and the economy
There is a tendency to equate development and prosperity to financial or material gain. Hence the
question “how much does the culture sector contribute to the country’s Gross Domestic Product?” which dismisses the fact that culture, to a large extent, cannot be measured in monetary
terms. Cultural values such as integrity, creativity, social responsibility, sharing resources, and traditional knowledge and skills, constitute elements of prosperity that cannot be ‘monetised’ but,
if upheld, can contribute to a productive society. Culture can indeed give meaning to prosperity.

Exercise 4:

Exploring the contribution of culture to prosperity

 Purpose: To illustrate the contribution of culture to prosperity in both monetary
and non-monetary terms.
 Process: 2 hours in a workshop environment for 20 participants.
a) In plenary,
 List examples of the monetary value of culture. This could include music,
dance, drama productions, sale of traditional artefacts, literature, food,
traditional medicine as well as cultural tourism, and indirect benefits
(such as employment or infrastructure).
 List examples of the non-monetary value of culture, for instance,
knowledge and skills, and values such as hospitality, productivity.

b) In small groups, study the excerpt from the Uganda National Cultural
Policy (see ‘Resource’ at end of section) and examine the extent to which
its proposed interventions to support cultural industries take into account
both monetary and non-monetary aspects of culture. Make a critique of
the proposed interventions.
c) Ask each group to note their responses on flip charts and present. Discuss
the responses in plenary.
 Expected outcome: Participants will appreciate culture and its monetary and
non-monetary contribution to prosperity.
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Culture is often (erroneously) perceived as only valuable when it leads to the generation of income.
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5. Culture and the media
Most African communities maintain oral traditions, whereby much of the knowledge is passed
down from one generation to the next by way of stories, proverbs, fables, poems, or through
music, dance and drama. Information and communication technology has, however, rapidly advanced and the rate at which knowledge is generated and disseminated renders some of the
traditional modes of communication irrelevant.
The mass media are often controlled by corporate agents who can be motivated by political and
economic interests, rather than social issues, such as culture, unless the information is sensational. As a result, the orientation of media personnel on cultural issues tends to be influenced by
perceptions of culture as something of the past, not advancing fast enough, irrelevant, or at best
as ‘music, dance and drama’.

Exercise 5:

Integrating culture in media engagement and coverage

 Purpose: To examine the orientation of the media towards cultural issues and
to inform the organisation’s media engagement on culture.
 Process: A 2-hour session in a workshop environment with Communication/
Advocacy Officers and Media contact persons, possibly 10-15 participants.
a) Take participants through the exercise on multiple identities (refer to
Part 2, exercise 1 of this guide). Discuss the link between their personal
backgrounds, culture and their profession (media /communications). How
are contradictory issues, if any, addressed?
b) Select a variety of newspaper cuttings; identify articles related to culture.
Guiding questions: What do these articles tell us? In what ways are the
articles skewed, if at all? Is there regular reporting? What image of culture
is portrayed? What are the consequences?
c) Discuss the influence and responsibility that the media have towards the
general public to promote morality and national cultural values. When does
”propaganda” start and end?
d) Develop a strategy for media engagement taking the conclusions of the
discussion above into account. This could include a checklist for the organisation’s communications person, guided by the following sample questions:
 What aspects of indigenous knowledge, skills, worldviews, values, principles, systems, and history can be linked to information gathering?

 What aspects are positive or complementary? What aspects are negative
or contradictory?
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 Expected outcome: A more culturally aware and balanced approach to
communications and media work within the organisation
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Resource: Cultural leaders and rights - Powerful clans and the denial of
women’s rights
“After much effort, I managed to purchase land from my late husband’s clansmen in 1976, with
the consent of the clan leaders and elders. I started using this land with my children and even
allowed a clan member to use part of it.
“Then, in 1996, after the seller’s death, the clan convened a meeting and took the land from me,
claiming that as a woman I could not own land. I reported the case to the Local Council Chairperson, but the Local Council court decided that, since Busoga [in Eastern Uganda] has communal land over which the clan has overall authority, the
decision of the majority of the clan leaders was paramount.
I lost the case and reported to the police station for redress: the Community Liaison Officer arranged a meeting,
at which he found that I had been wronged. He said that
the land should be returned to me but everybody feared to
step on this land without the authority of the clan. For two
years, the Police tried to enforce their decision but failed,
they told me to seek redress elsewhere. Our clans are so
powerful: even our government leaders fear them!” Nassuna Tigawalana, Nankulyaku Parish, Kamuli, Busoga.
From: Working with cultural leaders to promote the rights of widows and orphans affected by HIV and
AIDS, The experience of FIDA and Plan in Eastern Uganda, CCFU, 2008.

Resource: What are cultural rights?
Cultural rights are often poorly understood – contrary to other rights that are also protected
under international law. One reason for this is that attention has only recently been given to
economic, social and cultural rights, compared to, say, the rights of women or the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights that dates back to 1948. Another reason is that culture – and
therefore cultural rights - are not easy to define.
Another difficulty is that we are born as ‘cultural individuals’: we are raised from birth within
a cultural context. Unless we are exposed in some significant way to other cultures as well, we
rarely develop an awareness of many of the distinctive characteristics of our own culture, such
as our ways of greeting, or our food. They are, for us, simply “givens.” So, to think about cultural
rights, we need to treat consciously something that is often largely taken for granted by most
of us.
A further problem arises when culture is linked to practices, values and beliefs we strongly
cherish. This can lead to conflicts, for instance when there seems to be a clash between human
rights and cultural practices. Women’s rights provide a good example of this: men might dispute
women’s rights to self-determination and property ownership, citing “tradition” or “culture”.
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Cultural rights are thus sometimes in tension with other rights but, because culture informs all
aspects of our identity and our lives, they are also closely connected with other types of rights
and indeed provide a starting point to understand the local perceptions of “rights”.
In spite of these difficulties, there is an increasing appreciation throughout the world that cultural rights are important. It is now generally agreed that cultural rights concern language; cultural and artistic production; participation in cultural life; cultural heritage; intellectual property rights; and minorities’ access to culture, among others. One definition of cultural rights is
as follows:
“Cultural rights are human rights that aim at assuring the enjoyment of culture and its components
in conditions of equality, human dignity and non-discrimination” (Geneva International Centre for
Justice).
Cultural rights may also be defined as the rights to access, express and enjoy one’s culture without
interference from the State or other stakeholder:
 The right to access and promote one’s culture includes the production of goods and services;

the right to exercise one’s cultural practices; to access education and freely impart information on one’s cultural heritage for both present and future generations; and the right to
access sites and spaces of cultural and historical significance.

 The right to express one’s culture refers to the freedom to express one’s cultural identity

(alone or in community with others) and to communicate how one wishes to be recognised
so as to know and to have one’s culture respected. This includes the human and cultural
meaning that an individual or group attach to their existence and to their environment. It
refers to common cultural points of reference which an individual or group identity with
and wish to preserve and develop. The freedom to express oneself in public or in private in a
language(s) of one’s choice is an important aspect of cultural rights.

 Thus cultural rights refer to the holistic enjoyment of - and participation in - cultural life of

one’s choice.

Access to one’s heritage is an important
human right – students from a school In
Kagadi have formed a Heritage Club, as
have many others throughout Uganda
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Resource: Culture and the economy - Propagating Shea Butter trees in
North-Western Uganda, with the Aryek Chiefdom
The Aryek Chiefdom in Nebbi embarked on an initiative to promote the conservation and planting of shea butter trees, an important aspect of the local people’s cultural identity, which is also
environmentally and economically of importance. Shea butter is used for cooking, smearing
skin, for ceremonies and the tree provides fuel wood.
The centre piece of the project is the Chiefdom shea butter tree nursery – the first of its kind
in the region – which is also providing space to grow alternative species of trees for firewood to
protect the precious shea butter trees. The Aryek Chief has proved able to mobilise ‘his’ people
very effectively and to initiate activities where local effort and other contributions would not
necessarily be ‘rewarded’ by project funds.

Resource: Cultural Industries - Excerpt from Uganda’s National Cultural
Policy
Development and promotion of Cultural Industries
In Uganda, cultural industries include; producing, publishing, sale, preservation and distribution of creative products such as local literature (books, magazines, and newspapers), audio-visual tapes of music and drama, art and crafts.
Cultural industries have the potential to promote the livelihoods of the marginalised, the poor,
and the vulnerable. Cultural industries create employment opportunities and produce economic gains and incomes at all levels. These cultural industries further contribute to cultural development by protecting and enriching cultural values, promoting creativity, optimising skills and
human resources. In addition, they express and convey messages that foster understanding and
peace. Cultural industries shall therefore be promoted, protected and developed.
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Key interventions:
 Provide investment incentives for the Culture sector/ cultural industries;
 Facilitate and encourage commercialisation of cultural industries;
 Facilitate and encourage the creation of internal and external partnerships for the promo-

tion of cultural industries;

 Encourage the formation of producer groups;
 Promote and support budding craftsmen and women and any other creative artistes;
 Build capacity of practitioners in; producing cultural goods, business related fields and Intel-

lectual property rights;

 Promote the application of appropriate technology in the development of cultural indus-

tries.

Source: Uganda National Cultural Policy, 2006
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Part 6 			Implementing a ‘Culture in
Development’ approach
Now that the essential elements of a “Culture in Development” approach have been examined, this
section scrutinises how such an approach can be introduced in the development organisation and
how it can practically be implemented in “the field”. The first exercise concerns organisational practice; it is followed by exercises concerned with practice in the field – such as working with cultural
leaders, with Government, with women and with marginalised people. This section also proposes
ways to use cultural practices for positive change and how to work in a multi-cultural environment.

1.		 What does it take?
Adopting a “Culture in Development” approach as part of the organisation’s practice demands
a willingness to re-evaluate its perception of development, rather than any significant financial
investment. This will naturally be easier in organisations or institutions that are willing to explore
new knowledge, to reflect and to question their methods of work.
This approach also requires a shared conviction that there are positive aspects of culture which
are relevant to contemporary development issues. The regular use of appreciative inquiry (or similar) will support the examination of the cultural context from the community’s perspective and
help to clarify any correlation with the organisation’s agenda.

Exercise 1:

Introducing and piloting a “culture in development” approach

 Purpose: To explore what is required to adopt a “Culture in Development”
approach, as part of the organisation’s practice.
 Process: While this may require prolonged reflection and adaptation over several
months – depending on the organisational context – an initial activity is proposed
here. This may involve programme staff, cultural resource persons, relevant
government and development partners, as well as NGOs and religious institutions
in the organisation’s area of operation. See also “Strategising to adopt a cultural
approach” in the resources section at the end of this part of the manual.
a) Before any workshop-type meeting, during your next field monitoring
visit, incorporate the question of culture - its positive and negative
influences on your programme goals. Consult widely.
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b) Present a brief report on the outcomes during a specially-convened
planning and reflection event and introduce the concept of “Culture in
Development” using the basic principles listed on p. ……Propose that this
approach be tested in one area of operation.
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c) Subsequently, carry out a cultural base-line in the selected area (see Part
3) and select one or two priority cultural issues that need to be addressed
d) Using the tool “Engaging and working with cultural leaders” (see below)
i) discuss your programme with the cultural leaders and the community
ii) highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the local culture in respect to
the development agenda
iii) Use the cultural controversy analysis tool (Page 122) to analyse any
cultural “issue” and gain consensus on how this should be addressed.
e) Note your key lessons and insights and share these at the next reflection
and reporting meeting. Discuss the pros and cons of adopting a ‘Culture in
Development’ approach; and its fit with the other development approaches
employed by the organisation and what it would take to include a cultural
dimension in the organisation’s work.
Example: See Resources at the end of Part 4 – Plan Zimbabwe’s Story
 Expected outcome: the organisation has explored the desirability and feasibility of
initiating a “culture in development” approach

Implementing a “Culture in Development” approach may require a well-managed series of reflection
events and community encounters – the Plan Zimbabwe team (see Resource, Part 4).
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2.

Engaging and working with cultural leaders

Cultural leaders either inherit or are appointed to positions of authority within a given cultural
context. Their roles vary (see “Meeting with cultural leaders” in Section 3), but cultural leadership
is often defined within the framework of traditional governance structures, such as a clan, council
of elders, chiefdom or kingdom.
Cultural leaders are generally perceived as custodians of heritage and have the mandate to preserve it in all its aspects. Their involvement in development initiatives is therefore often essential
for a better understanding of the cultural context, the identification of cultural practices that may
support or hinder development goals, as well as being key partners in determining how negative
practices can be addressed. Cultural leadership is often dominated by men (although women play
an important advisory role in many communities). Some governance systems may not be fully
compliant with human rights principles and cultural leaders may thus need exposure to other bodies of knowledge that have a bearing on the way they govern and relate with their communities.

Exercise 2: Working with relevant cultural leaders
 Purpose: To engage relevant cultural leaders in contributing to an organisation’s
development agenda
 Process: Focus Group Discussion and Venn diagram- this exercise could include
about 20 cultural leaders (both elderly and young) for 3 hours. These may have
been identified, using information generated from the cultural baseline (see Part
3). See resources section for a case study.
a) Start the discussion by asking them about their past and present roles
in the community, as well as to list any development activities they have
participated in over the past 5 years.
b) Using a Venn diagram, illustrate the institutions they have worked with
during this period – start by explaining the how the Venn diagram works:
i) Draw a circle which represents their cultural institution

ii) Draw circles to represent any other institution or organisation in
the local environment; the size of the circle represents the perceived
importance of the organisation and the distance between one circle and
another represents the degree of cooperation or lack of it between these
organisations. An overlap of circles indicates a close cooperation. (See
example below – institutional analysis of Aryek Chiefdom in NorthWestern Uganda)
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c) Discuss what new knowledge and skills the cultural leaders were able to
acquire from their interaction with these institutions or organisations
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d) Present your development agenda, and make linkages with their
experiences and competences (See Chief Mapungwana’s story in the
Resources section at the end of this Part)
e) Discuss possible knowledge and skills gaps and how these may be addressed.
 Expected outcome: the competences, linkages and potential partnerships with
cultural leaders are explored.

M.P.

Alur
Kingdom

Local
Government

Aryek
Chiefdom

Religious
Institutions

Other
cultural
institutions

Action aid
NGO

Clan leaders and Kingdom Officials from Busoga in Eastern Uganda discuss their involvement in a recent
development initiative.
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3.

Collaborating with Government

Government institutions are generally mandated, at national and local levels, to plan, finance,
supervise and monitor the implementation of programmes that meet national development goals
and objectives. At the local level, institutions that are relevant to working on culture in development may include the Community Development Office; the Planning Office, or other department
responsible to manage cultural affairs and to liaise with the rest of the Local Government structure. This office should be in a position to provide information on resources in the district or other
local government unit, to support development plans and to provide or coordinate the provision
of technical or financial resources. From this perspective, partnership with government is necessary for the sustainability of initiatives at the local level.
At the national level, a cultural approach to development might also benefit from collaboration
with government institutions, such as the Ministry or Department of Culture, specialised agencies
dealing with aspects of culture, depending on the circumstances, in terms of education, health,
protected areas and cultural sites, and the National Commission for UNESCO, among others.

Exercise 3:

Collaborating with Government institutions

 Purpose: To establish how an initiative or project informed by a “culture in
development” approach can engage with, and gain from, collaboration with
government institutions.
 Process: 2 hours in a workshop environment involving staff and, if possible,
representatives from relevant government institutions.
a) Briefly present the project (say “A three-year project to re-incorporate
traditional seeds and farming techniques among small holders in Region
X”)
b) List and map the various
government institutions that are
relevant to this initiative. The
mapping exercise is illustrated
here

Agricultural
Research
Station

Local
Government

Our project
- adopting
a CiD
approach
Ministry of
Agriculture

Farmers’
Association
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c) Discuss the implications of each relationship: is it potentially supportive?
Might it lead to areas of dissent? In the example used above, the
relationship with the local agricultural research station might for instance
be both supportive and antagonistic: the station management might
welcome a project to boost the agricultural resilience of small farmers
in the vicinity but at the same time be quite sceptical about traditional
farming techniques or non-GMO seeds.
d) For each relationship, discuss the implications for the design and
implementation of the project. The management of the research station
might, for instance, benefit from a practical demonstration session on the
benefits of traditional seeds.
 Expected outcome: A development initiative with a “Culture in Development”
perspective is better integrated in the local institutional context and potentially
benefits from the support of government actors in the vicinity.

4.

Working with young people

Today, the youth are increasingly exposed to the diverse forms of knowledge, values, worldviews,
and attitudes brought about by globalisation. They may be exposed through friends, schools and
jobs to influences that neither portray culture in a positive light nor as a resource.
If they are not well grounded in their own culture, they then stand at risk of losing their identity,
and to develop aspirations that further distance them from their roots, in the process reinforcing
the misconception that culture is irrelevant and primitive, even harmful.
Yet we all need to connect to our ancestry, to our history and to our culture which shape our
identity. It is therefore important to ensure that the youth, who are the future custodians of our
heritage, understand culture and its contribution to their lives today. This could be by integrating
elements of culture in entertainment spaces, promoting traditional games (omweso is popular
with youth in Uganda), debates and quizzes, oral literature and history, writing and expression of
culture through drawing, writing essays, poetry, music, dance and drama, exhibitions and films
informed by cultural values and premised on the local context. Through motivational and inspirational talks, interaction with cultural resource persons such as elders, clan leaders, traditional
healers, paternal / maternal relatives; or involvement in cultural ceremonies and events, such as
naming, initiation, introduction, marriage and succession, the youth can obtain deeper insights
into the rationale and value of culture. The use of social media is also an effective way to engage
the youth today.
This practical exercise helps youth to reconnect with the culture.
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Youth in Chipinge, Zimbabwe map their sources of information on culture.

Exercise 4:

Exploring sources of cultural knowledge that are relevant to
the youth

 Purpose: To help youth investigate sources of cultural knowledge available to
them and reconnect with their culture.
 Process: Approximately 2 hours for a group of 20 in a community setting.
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a) Start with an ice breaker to engage the youth, for instance by asking
them what their totems and clans are and what these mean. Probing
questions include: How did you find out about your totem or clan? Do you
know others? If need be, give examples from your home area to trigger
discussion.
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b) Using the ground, illustrate sources of cultural knowledge and draw a line
to link these with the youth in the centre. Use symbols of to illustrate each
source of knowledge as shown below:

c) Discuss which of these sources of cultural knowledge are most important
and why.
d) List or use photographs of cultural activities by youth in other communities
(such as dance and drama, playing traditional musical instruments,
pottery, other craft-making, playing board games or displaying traditional
artefacts) and ask the youth to compare these with activities in their
communities.
e) Ask the youth what aspects of culture they like or do not like in their daily
life and why.
f) Draw conclusions on the discussions on the sources of cultural knowledge.
 Expected outcome: A better understanding of the cultural context in which
youth are situated and cultural resources available to them.
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5.

Working with women (as transmitters of
cultural knowledge and skills)

The more visible aspects of culture such as leadership, governance, and decision-making are often
dominated by men. While women are responsible for nurturing, socialising and orienting both
boys and girls, their role is not often brought to the fore and it may be assumed that men are the
main custodians of culture. Yet, in different cultural contexts, women play influential roles in decision-making as advisors, healers, herbalists, mentors, spiritualists, and in some cases determining
(behind the scenes) the final decisions taken by men. They are also responsible for transmitting
traditional knowledge and skills through different forms of expression. It is therefore necessary to
explore their role in any given cultural context.
This practical exercise on working with women seeks to explore their past and present cultural
roles in transmission of knowledge and skills, and to build their self-confidence as cultural resource persons.

Exercise 5:

Exploring the roles of women in relation to culture

 Purpose: To examine the different cultural roles of women in a community,
how these roles have evolved over time and how they could be used to influence
change.
 Process: Approximately 1½ hours for a group of 15 participants in a community setting.
a) Start by giving examples of cultural roles played by women in different
contexts (such as ensuring performance of cultural rites for children,
initiation and other ceremonies, teacher of local languages, norms, values,
as well as transmitting knowledge about clans and totems, social behaviour
and etiquette, traditional medicine; offering counselling and advice at the
household and community levels).
b) Then encourage participants to reflect on their own cultural roles, on
which of these roles are most prominent today, how they have evolved over
time and what has caused these changes.
c) Discuss some of the traditional learning mechanisms through which cultural
knowledge is transmitted from one generation of women to the next and
how this provides potential to influence culture in future.
d) Reflections on how the traditional leaders (such as chief, village / clan
heads, or elders) may support women to play their cultural roles more
effectively can conclude the discussion.
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e) Draw conclusions on the discussions with regard to the role of women in
the community today and in the future.
 Expected outcome: The reflection on the relevance of women’s role in society
will enhance their self-confidence in their potential to influence cultural change.
Example:

Outcome of discussions with women in Chikono village, Zimbabwe

The roles discussed are diverse and more extensive than originally thought.
Women’s influence in transmitting cultural knowledge and skills, especially
the paternal aunts, is however waning. The role of elderly women (anambuya) nevertheless remains important and can potentially be strengthened.
In addition, cultural ceremonies (such as the annual rain-making ceremony, cultural festivals), provide an important opportunity for transmitting
norms and values. Drawing examples from other cultures can trigger a
desire to preserve their own culture.
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6.		 Making use of cultural practices for positive
change
For culture to survive, a community develops a range of practices through which knowledge and
skills informed by values, beliefs, principles and norms are transmitted. Some practices associated
with initiation, planting and harvest are seasonal, while others are associated with specific occurrences such as birth, introduction, marriage, death, inheritance or installation of an heir. These
practices are informed by a particular worldview and a set of norms and values. Their survival
depends on their relevance to a given community in the face of diverse external influences.
Some of the underlying cultural values and principles, such as integrity, chastity, mutual respect,
peaceful coexistence, and nature conservation may advance development agenda. Identifying,
strengthening and integrating elements of these practices into development initiatives not only
reinforce a common cause, leading to positive change, but also enhance a sense of ownership
and therefore sustainability.

Exercise 6:

Making use of a cultural practice for positive change

 Purpose: To identify a cultural practice (or other cultural resource) and utilise it
to foster positive change
 Process: This exercise may take about 2 hours for 20 participants in a
community setting. Depending on the target group (women, men) this could
include both the young and elderly. This exercise assumes that the development
partner already has well-defined agenda, objectives and plans.
a) Remind participants of the goal, objectives and activities planned for the
specific development agenda
b) Ask them to discuss positive and negative cultural principles and practices
related to the development agenda in question. List these on a flip chart or
on cards.
c) Draw a table (on a flip chart) with four columns:
i) In the first column write 2-3 words which summarise each development
objective, starting with the most important
ii) In the second column, use your list in (b) above to select positive aspects
of culture that could support or complement each objective
iii) In the third, indicate if these are readily available in the community or
need to be obtained from elsewhere
iv) In the fourth, indicate the possible costs and risks involved
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d) Then discuss which cultural resource would provide the best point of
intervention; how realistic the plan is in the short and long term. Make the
necessary adjustments. See the example below.

Development
objectives

Cultural resources

Accessibility of
cultural resources

Stop child marriage

Authority of clan
leaders and chiefs

Neighbouring village /
parish

Transport; meals
and refreshments;
time. some leaders
uncooperative – may
need ‘sensitisation’
and end long-term
engagement

Educate girl child

Non- formal education
systems; the ‘fireplace’;
traditional songs;
folklore; proverbs

Within the family and
community

Appropriate timing

Paternal aunts (for
girls) and maternal
uncles (for boys);

Within the family

Cultural values and
norms; cultural
ceremonies

Elders (women and
men); within the
family

Change youth
behaviour

Example:

Cost/risk of
accessing cultural
resources

Elderly women

Cultural ceremonies

Time; restoring the
advisory/ counselling
role
Appropriate timing

For practical examples of the use of a cultural practice for positive
change, resource, see the “resources” section at the end of this part
of the manual.

 Expected outcome: participants able to relate their development programme
with cultural resources and plan for an integrated approach to cause positive
change.
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7.

Working with the marginalised

Individuals and groups are marginalised for reasons ranging from their gender, economic or social
status, cultural identity, religious or political affiliation, or even their physical ability. Each cultural
community defines how people who are perceived to be weaker are treated. The extent to which
they are supported, disregarded or abandoned is informed by people’s worldview and associated
understanding and beliefs about life and death; health and sickness and wealth and poverty. In
some communities, such beliefs are especially well entrenched. People who are marginalised may
tend to see themselves as victims or may struggle to assert themselves.
It is therefore necessary to understand the cultural context and how to draw on the strengths of
a community and its cultural values and practices to work with the marginalised.

Exercise 7: Using culture to work with the marginalised
 Purpose: To better understand the cultural context, and cultural resources that
can be used to support the marginalised.
 Process: This exercise may take about 2 hour 30 min. Participants should include
men, women and youth considered by their community and other stakeholders
as ‘marginalised’; their supporters / guardians, and cultural leaders.
a) Provide an overview of the situation of the marginalised group or
individuals. Give examples from within and outside the community,
highlighting how they are affected adversely.
b) Ask the community to define the marginalised people and categorise them,
if possible; discuss some of the cultural beliefs that explain their existence.
c) In three groups (men, women and youth), discuss the following questions
and record the answers in a note book / on a flip chart:
i) What aspects of culture support the marginalised and how?

ii) Are the marginalised excluded from cultural spaces and practices? If so,
why and how?
iii) What can be done to include the marginalised and their concerns in the
community’s development?
d) Request each group to share the outcomes of their discussions
e) Select one important and cross cutting cultural practice or space where
the marginalised should and can be included.
f) Develop a plan of action on how this can be done practically
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Example:

See “resources” at end of section and the case study from Plan
Zimbabwe on ‘Sustainable social protection and inclusion through
culture’ listed in the bibliography under “Culture for Inclusive
Development - Plan Zimbabwe’s Experience.

 Expected outcome: Participants with an enhanced understanding of the plight of
the marginalised and how to include them using cultural resources.

Consulting the marginalised – such as those living with a disability- on the cultural context in Homa Bay,
Kenya

8.		 Working in a multi-cultural environment
Communities across the globe are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. People of diverse cultural, religious, political, social and economic backgrounds find themselves sharing common
geographical and institutional spaces. It is therefore often imperative to recognise the rights of
individual identity and expression and to learn how to deal with differences which, if not managed well, may result in conflict.
Intercultural dialogue and exchange of knowledge among people of different cultures, based on
mutual understanding and respect, is thus vital for social cohesion and harmonious co-existence.
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Many cultures are driven by the desire for peace and reconciliation within and between their communities and others and as such, have developed mechanisms to achieve this goal.

Exercise 8: Working in a multi-cultural environment
 Purpose: To appreciate cultural diversity and strengthen ways to live and work
harmoniously in a multi-cultural environment.
 Process: This exercise may take about 2 weeks depending on the availability of
participants, who could include representatives of diverse sections of the local
community, including minority groups (men, women and youth), their respective leaders, development partners and local government officials.
a) Community meetings (1 day each)
i) Select representatives from dominant groups and minority groups
(about 25 people)

ii) With the minority group working separately from those in the majority,
ask each group to discuss (1) their ability to enjoy, express and access
their culture (on cultural rights, see “Resources” at the end of Part 5);
and (2) their similarities and differences with their neighbouring communities.
iii) Ask each group to identify (1) sources of conflict amongst them and
their neighbours and (2) cultural resources and mechanisms for conflict
resolution and reconciliation in their respective communities.
b) Common meeting (3 – 4 hours, depending on the number of cultural
communities).
i) Organise a common meeting for participants of all groups

ii) Discuss in general terms co-existence in the community: trends and dynamics which have impacted positively and negatively on social harmony.
iii) Using the reports from the community meetings, identify four to five
thematic cross-cutting areas. Write these down on cards and pin them
in the four corners of the room.
iv) Invite the different groups to write on cards and post the positive and
negative aspects under each theme.
v) Identify the most common issues raised.

vi) Using a solution tree, discuss the traditional mechanisms mentioned in
(iv) above to address the priority issues raised
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vii)If appropriate, develop a text on promoting peaceful coexistence using
cultural resources. Invite the community and cultural leaders present to
disseminate this message amongst their peers and within their communities, and through other media.
 Expected outcome: participants with an enhanced awareness of their diversity
and how this influences social cohesion, as well as of ways to resolve issues raised.

An inter-community cultural dialogue in progress in the Rwenzori region, Western Uganda
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Resource: Strategising to adopt a “cultural approach”
Incorporating a cultural approach into existing development programmes and approaches may
require different strategies depending on the type of organisation and its culture. Below are a
few tips on how to strategise to adopt a cultural approach:
1. Use existing fora such as quarterly or monthly progress reviews, board and staff meetings
and evaluation exercises to raise issues of culture both as a challenge and a resource.
2. Identify individuals (staff / Board members) who appreciate a cultural perspective and create
spaces to discuss development from a cultural perspective.
3. Collect literature that is evidence-based to provide a basis for discussions on culture in development.
4. Identify specific areas where culture can be used to meet the organisation’s objectives. Use
practical examples from within or outside the organisation where culture has been used to
address development challenges related to those your organisation addresses.
5. Review your planning and policy making processes to identify at which point aspects of culture can be incorporated.
6. Reflect on your organisation’s culture and identify bottlenecks and opportunities – carry out
a SWOT-C analysis (See Part 4).
7. Experiment. Where possible, start small by using aspects of a cultural approach and share
the results with your colleagues. Use this to discuss the integration of cultural resources relevant to your work into programme activities.
8. Develop cultural monitoring indicators / checklists that can easily be understood and incorporated into your existing monitoring and evaluation system.
9. Participate in discussions and presentations on ‘culture in development’ to enhance knowledge on this concept, how to practically integrate culture in existing programmes and network with like-minded organisations.

Resource: Harnessing cultural practices for positive change
1. The bandhla and tackling gender-based violence in Zimbabwe
In Zimbabwe’s Chipinge district, Plan has helped to revive the bandhla practice as a means to
combat gender-based violence. T he bandhla was (and still is) a practice of the Ndau ethnic
group where people gather and discuss issues that concern families and communities. It works
at the household, the village, the headman’s and the chief’s levels. In families, the men gather
with the boys, women with the girls. Knowledge is imparted to the young generation, using
fairy tales, idioms and proverbs.
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Previous NGO and Government campaigns, with a focus on human rights, had not met with
much success in tackling domestic violence, as they overshadowed Ndau cultural values (a community leader thus said: “Culturally we have a way of dealing with GBV but the gender message
perpetuates GBV as no man accepts woman dominance.”) It has been found that teaching Ndau
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cultural values using the bandhla fosters a sense of community life and good human relationships, hospitality, respect for authority and elders, and an appreciation of Ndau proverbs and
language. While helping to uphold the principle of family unity and dignity, the bandhla also
strengthens traditional mediation systems to end domestic violence Traditional leaders have
passed a bye-law through the bandhla that prohibits any form of domestic violence, with a great
measure of success.
2. Promoting the Empaako with the Bunyoro-Kitara Kingdom in Uganda
Cultural leaders in this ancient Kingdom have been involved in protecting the environment,
through a tree planting campaign linked to the naming ceremony, the empaako.
The empaako is a naming system practised by people in much of Western Uganda, where children receive one of twelve names shared across all communities during a ceremony presided
over by the clan head and relatives. Addressing a person by her or his empaako name is an affirmation of social identity and unity and a declaration of affection, respect, honour or love. In a
bid to revive this tradition and to preserve the environment, the Kingdom has promoted several
initiatives meant to plant trees as children are named, in schools and amongst women’s groups.
The Empaako has been
recognised by
UNESCO – a
monument has
been erected
to mark this in
Uganda.
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Resource: Promoting a cultural approach to development challenges by
engaging cultural leaders
I am Chief Mapungwana from Mt Silinda in Chipinge district,
Zimbabwe. In the past our forefathers promoted culture but,
with western influence, some of our cultural practices are being
ignored by most people.
My first contact with Plan Zimbabwe was through a ‘culture in
development’ training week. Thereafter, in our monthly meetings
with the village heads and headmen, I reminded them of the value
of our culture and they admired this contribution. It was new to
them although some of the elders were aware of our traditional
practices. After these meetings, I visited the headmen to assess
whether they had conveyed the message to their communities.
The elders in Mabeure and Muqabaniso villages really admired this approach, although some
thought at first that it was not publicised by the government and they would be arrested but
I encouraged them to see that the ‘Culture in Development’ approach is helpful to ensure that
western ideas and culture are all inclusive. The chief stays with the people and sees what happens every day. During court cases for instance, some people may tell lies, but as a chief I am
close to the people and can get to the truth.
These villages restored the bandhla - a place where elders meet once a month under a shelter to
discuss issues of concern. These issues now include promoting positive cultural values, addressing gender-based violence, child marriages and counselling the youth. In such villages we now
see fewer cases of violence from about ten to four cases per month, mostly to do with domestic
violence and witchcraft.
As a cultural leader, I meet the District Administrator once a month with other chiefs and
headmen in the district beyond the programme area, to discuss community concerns including
incorporating culture in development concerns. This approach has been possible because one
cultural leader easily relates to others.
In addition, as a cultural leader, I have been involved in other Plan programmes for instance on
the ‘Women And Their Children’s Health’ programme where I contributed to the enactment of bylaws to encourage young women to deliver in hospitals and penalise those who deliver unattended at home. On other programmes, I encourage girls to go to school, seek contributions towards
their school fees and encourage NGOs to distribute their support equally between boys and girls.
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Part 7 			Monitoring, evaluation and
culture
Monitoring and evaluation is about change, understanding and measuring it, and providing a
basis for learning and for action. This part of the guide centres on the cultural dimension of monitoring and evaluation, with a focus on change and the practice of M&E, the notion of poverty
and well-being, and the implications of a cultural approach for M&E.

1.		 Culture and the practice of monitoring and
evaluation
In current development practice, change often tends to be measured quantitatively and to be
driven by tools (e.g. logframes). There is often a quest for standardisation and for accountability,
rather than learning. Culture, and the measurement of cultural change, does not easily fit with
such an orientation.

Exercise 1: Culture, change and the practice of M&E
 Purpose: To introduce participants to a reflection on the nature of change from
a cultural perspective, taking education and health as examples.
 Process: Approximately 1 hour for a group of 20 participants in a workshop
environment.
a) Briefly discuss participants’ understanding of M&E
b) Explain the purpose of the exercise and constitute 2 or 4 small working
groups: 1 (or 2) focusing on health, 1 (or 2) focusing on education, with
the following task:
“Many development initiatives focus on increasing access to education and
health. To measure change, the following indicators are often selected:
 Education: proportion of children completing primary education; ratio
of girls to boys enrolled in a primary school; numbers of people attending adult literacy classes, etc.

 Health: prevalence rate of a disease (e.g. malaria); number of patients at
a health facility; immunisation coverage, etc.
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How could such indicators be improved? Can you suggest additional/alternative indicators, to take a cultural perspective into account?”
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c) If need be, share the following examples of indicators: in education, ability
to communicate better and support non-literate parents to document
knowledge; in health, a sense of well-being and an ability to meet spiritual
obligations.
d) After presentations to plenary, lead a general discussion on a culturallyinformed understanding of change and its measurement. Guiding questions:
What, in our experience, is M&E often for? What change do we want to
achieve? What is the cultural context within which M&E takes place?
 Expected outcome: Participants will have been alerted to the narrow focus of
much current M&E and have reflected on their own practice in relation to
change and culture.

2.   Poverty and well-being
Most development work, in one way or another, seeks to ‘reduce’ or ‘eradicate’ poverty. This is
usually measured in terms of income, not social capital or natural capital. Yet, culturally, we may
perceive poverty quite differently: an alternative understanding is linked to the notion of ‘well-being’. This section explores notions of poverty and well-being from a cultural perspective and how
change can be measured in respect to the latter.

Exercise 2: Understanding and measuring well-being
 Purpose: To encourage participants reflect on the cultural dimensions of poverty
and to develop ways to measure change linked to well-being.
 Process: 2 hours in a workshop environment.
a) After explaining the context, and the current indicators to measure change
in relation to the first Sustainable Development Goal (see “Resources” at
the end of this section), share two proverbs from Ghana:
 “Ohia ma adwendwen” [Poverty gives wisdom] and

 “Nipa diidi mee a na w’adane aboa” [When a man eats to his satisfaction, he becomes a beast]
b) Participants are then asked to find similar proverbs in their own language
and asked to reflect on what these proverbs mean in relation to poverty
eradication.
c) Direct further probing, using the following guiding questions: How is wealth
culturally defined and by whom? Is a community perceived as poor by
outsiders, yet residents do not consider themselves poor? What values
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are attached to our perception of poverty? How are wealth and poverty
assessed in the local context in the light of cultural demands prevalent
within that community? What about non-physical needs, such as the social
and spiritual?
d) The notion of well-being is then introduced, using both a pictorial approach
(see the example below) and a handout (see ‘Resources’ at the end of this
Part).
This approach departs from notions of poverty and offers an analysis of
well-being in terms of subjective and objective assessments and in terms of
inter-related dimensions (social, human, material). A pyramid drawing can
be used to illustrate this approach, where the base of the pyramid relates
to the objective, and the top to the subjective:

Social
(networks,
access to social
services)

Human
(personal friendships,
attitude to life)

Subjective
(perceptions,
cultural values
& beliefs)

Material
(assets,
welfare)

From: White, S, Analysing Wellbeing: A framework for Development Practice, University of Bath. 2009

e) Ask the participants to link this type of analysis to their work. Guiding
questions: Is a well-being approach relevant to your work? Would it change
the way you work? What is the benefit of using this approach?
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 Expected outcome: Participants will have questioned current notions of poverty
and embraced a more culturally-informed approach, that of ‘well-being’ and its
measurement.
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A community meeting in a rural
area: – a person without a vibrant
social network, whatever his or
her monetary wealth – is often
considered “poor”. This definition
is culturally-informed and departs
from the usual calculations of
economists and development
workers.

3. An M&E checklist for a cultural approach
Monitoring and Evaluation in development organisations is often focused on accountability (such
as accounting to donors). If a cultural dimension is introduced in the organisation’s practice, this
will also have to be reflected in its approach to M&E.

Exercise 3:

Developing/Enhancing a cultural approach to Monitoring
and Evaluation

 Purpose: To help participants incorporate a cultural approach in their M&E
practice.
 Process: 3 hours in a workshop environment.
a) Explain the purpose and suggest group work, bringing together either all
those working for the same organisation or (if the group is homogenous
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in this respect), groups of colleagues working in the same departments or
projects.
b) Each group will tackle one or several of the following questions and propose
a practical way forward for each question tackled:
 How can we (better) take into account the cultural dimension of the
change / impact we are trying to achieve?

 How can we (better) take into account cultural resources and other elements of the cultural context where we work?
 How can we (better) take into account the cultural dimension in data
collection and analysis?

 How can we (better) develop indicators that take into account different dimensions of well-being, material and non-material, objective and
subjective?

 How can we (better) develop indicators that relate to attitudes, perceptions and practices?
c) Discuss the way forward in plenary after the proposals of each group have
been presented.
Example: See Resource: ‘Culturally-based non-quantitative, informal
indicators, M&E practices, oral and written culture’ at the
end of this section.
 Expected outcome: Participants will have internalised a culturally-aware
perception of M&E and developed some practical ways to incorporate this
perception in their organisation’s practice.
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Resource - An alternative: well-being analysis
Well-being in Three Dimensions
“[This approach] to well-being identifies three key dimensions: the material, the rational and
the subjective. The material comprises assets, welfare and standards of living. For practical
analysis, the relational is divided into two spheres: the social – social relations and access to
public goods, and the human – capabilities, attitudes to life and personal relationships. The
subjective also has two aspects: on the one hand people’s perceptions of their (material, social
and human) positions, and on the other hand cultural values, ideologies and beliefs.
“The figure presents wellbeing as a pyramid, with material, social and human at the base, rising
to the subjective dimension at the apex. The logic behind this is as follows. First, the triangular
shape expresses interdependence: that the different aspects of wellbeing are linked and none can
exist without the others. In fact, many items will comprise some element of material, social and
human, such that these should be seen as helping to constitute, rather than to contradict each
other. In distinguishing different elements of wellbeing it is important not to forget the unity.
Second, seeing the figure in three dimensions suggests how wellbeing emerges in the inter play
of “objective” – that is, externally observable and independently verifiable – aspects of people
circumstances, and their “subjective” perceptions and assessments of these. Third, placing the
objective at the apex tempers any tendency to divorce “subjective” from “objective”, reinforcing
the point made above about the cultural grounding of material welfare or standards of living.”
From: White, S, Analysing Wellbeing: A framework for Development Practice, University of Bath. 2009

Resource - First Sustainable Development goal: targets and indicators
Goal 1 End poverty in all its forms everywhere
Target

Indicator

By 2030, eradicate extreme poverty for all people everywhere, currently
measured as people living on less than $1.25 a day.

Proportion of population below
$1.25 (PPP) per day, disaggregated
by sex and age.

By 2030, reduce at least by half the proportion of men, women and
children of all ages living in poverty in all its dimensions according to
national definitions.

Proportion of population living below
national poverty line, disaggregated
by sex and age group

Implement nationally appropriate social protection systems and measures for all, including floors, and by 2030 achieve substantial coverage
of the poor and the vulnerable.

Proportion of poor and vulnerable
population covered by social
protection systems further break
downs, such as percentage of older
persons receiving a pension)
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Target

Indicator

By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and the
vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, as well as access
to basic services, ownership and control over land and other forms of
property, inheritance, natural resources, appropriate new technology
and financial services, including microfinance.

Proportion of the population living
in households with access to basic
services (such as antenatal care)

By 2030, build the resilience of the poor and those in vulnerable situations and reduce their exposure and vulnerability to climate-related
extreme events and other economic, social and environmental shocks
and disasters.

Number of people affected by
hazardous events by age and sex
(including deaths, missing people,
injured, relocated or evacuated due to
disasters per 100,000)

Ensure significant mobilization of resources from a variety of sources, including through enhanced development cooperation, in order to
provide adequate and predictable means for developing countries, in
particular least developed countries, to implement programmes and
policies to end poverty in all its dimensions.
Create sound policy frameworks at the national, regional and international levels, based on pro-poor and gender sensitive development strategies, to support accelerated investment in poverty eradication actions.

Share of total overall government
spending on programs directed
to bottom 40% of population of
country.
Number of national action
plans related to multi-lateral
environmental agreements that
support accelerated investment in
actions that eradicate poverty and
sustainably use natural resources.

Resource: Culturally-based non-quantitative, informal indicators
a) Oral and written culture
Many societies have a strong oral tradition, making conventional M&E challenging, especially among beneficiary groups with low literacy levels. This has obvious consequences for
the way information must be handled and may affect the capacity of organisations to communicate, for example, with donor, or government agencies, that usually require written
information. Reliance on the written words may also be variously interpreted in different
cultural contexts: as a sign of seriousness in taking into account what is being said, or as
limited trust. Yet, because of distance and time constraints, development work increasingly
relies on writing, rather than face-to-face interactions, with written reports and budgets
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used to monitor relationships and performance. Furthermore, M&E tools often use English,
French, or Spanish, and rarely reflect local language, knowledge and cultural sensitivities.
Indigenous languages often have vocabularies and use concepts that do not easily translate
into the more formal M&E terminology. We then see barriers between NGO staff, who often
speak the ‘official’ language, and the beneficiary group, who speak another. Building a common PME language understood by all then becomes a challenge in itself.
 Project reporting for the Subanen people in the Philippines: Project reporting for the
Subanen people in the Philippines had been problematic, as their health and agricultural
project is implemented by an organisation of indigenous peoples, where oral traditions
prevail and literacy is below 50 per cent. Regular programme and context reviews had
been carried out by the community of 23 villages through story telling among women
and elders, most of whom cannot read and write. The findings were then transmitted
through the village social structures. This made monitoring progress difficult for external
supporters. As the project aimed at helping local groups advocate to reclaim their ancestral domain, it was essential that community processes be shared with their allies, including donors. Facilitators then helped to build a PME process that combined oral tradition
with process documentation. Reviews now take place by means of stories, but this is documented by project staff. The project director delivers an annual report to the community
elders through stories, but a written version is prepared for external supporters.
b) Informal, but precise monitoring tools
 A traditional monitoring tool in Uganda: ‘When growing up, I saw children being weighed
on hospital scales. This prompted me to ask my mother: “Before the days of scales, how
did you monitor child growth?” So she explained: one week after the umbilical cord fell
off, the mother would tie pieces of banana fibre or strings made from bark around the
waist and wrists. As the child grew the strings would become tight, forcing the mother
to replace them with bigger ones. She would count the number of lunar cycles the string
stayed. Whenever it would take too long to outgrow the strings, she would consult older
women for advice. Nowadays, some mothers use beads instead of bark strips, which adds
beauty to the monitoring tool’ (a PME facilitator from Uganda).
 Multi-stakeholder participation and early warning systems: East African governments
have established early warning systems (EWS) for their arid and semi-arid areas to warn
of imminent droughts and to monitor climate changes. Local communities also have
their EWS by observing natural phenomena and the behaviour of animals. They closely
monitor market prices for meat and grains, as this determines the time to sell their animals. Often neglected in the past, it is now recognised that, for relevance and acceptance,
EWS must incorporate these informal community systems, which enrich and add ‘ground
truth’ to the ‘scientific’ ones. Non-governmental organisations play an important role in
several countries to integrate local systems in wider EWS. (con’d)
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Resource: Culturally-based non-quantitative, informal indicators (cont’d)
c) Using non-written approaches to M&E
 A pictorial approach to PME to strengthen gender equity: Pradan works in some of India’s poorest regions. It supports a broad livelihoods approach, with a focus on women’s
self-help groups. As part of its learning system, Pradan developed pictorial workbooks
to strengthen client learning, to make impact assessment routine and to monitor social
performance. These books are designed around sets of indicators relevant to group members: well-being, financial security and livelihood, empowerment and participation. A
member looks at each picture (a happy or sad woman, for instance), reflects on how that
indicator applies to her and places a mark according to her current status. She revisits the
picture periodically to assess changes and to plan improvement vis-à-vis that indicator,
if required. Using this approach, women were observed to adopt a reflective mode and
lead the discussions on many previously unspoken issues. These are often followed up by
the women, with evident action. This is, however, a process-intensive tool with required
much ‘buy-in’ among Pradan staff to be fully accepted. Staff who have used the approach
report that, with time, facilitation skills develop, thus reducing the field work needed.
Some staff members are also devising their own pictorial modules to address specific
needs.
 Using video for programme monitoring in India: Development organisations increasingly
use videos to monitor activities. A video helps to record an activity in motion such as a
training event, a micro-planning exercise in the village, street theatre and the like for later analysis to assess quality and enhance effectiveness. Video is also used to record village
council meetings, cases of lawlessness and dysfunctional village services. Women have
been systematically trained for this purpose and their recordings add pressure to conduct
meetings effectively, or provide better services. Videos also document other events, such
as rallies, or public hearings, and are used to disseminate information.
(Source: adapted from De Coninck, J. (ed), Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation in Development
Organisations, Sage 2008)
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Part 8				Dealing with cultural
controversies
Culture has earlier been defined as an entire way of life; it determines worldviews, values, identity
and how these are expressed in the way a society manages itself and relates to others.
While some values and principles may cut across many communities and nations - integrity, responsibility, charity, hospitality, and respect for elders, for instance – some cultures place more
emphasis on particular values than others. Cultural controversies emerge when what one culture
considers right and fitting in their context is considered inappropriate or reprehensible in another.
When this happens, the tendency is often to dismiss what is not appreciated or understood as
negative or primitive, even to call for banning certain cultural practices.
Culture is perceived as backward when it remains static and fails to adapt to ‘modern’ trends. This
also often leads to conflict and “cultural controversies”. When taking a ‘Culture in Development’
approach, it is therefore important that these controversies are recognised and addressed to preempt mental blocks and negative attitudes. This part of the guide examines five controversies:
those related to gender, religion, HIV/AIDS, rights, and environmental conservation.

1. Gender
Gender refers to the socially determined attributes, roles, and responsibilities connected to being
a male or female in a given society. Across many cultures, social relations, distribution and access
to power, roles and responsibilities, are mostly determined by men, giving them a favoured position in society. In the last decades, the perception of women’s role has however changed, putting
women in positions of social, economic and political leadership, which sometimes conflicts with
their culturally defined positions.

Exercise 1:

Analysing and addressing cultural controversies linked to
gender.

 Purpose: To recognise a cultural controversy in respect to gender, analyse it and
discuss alternative ways to address it.
 Process: 3 hours in a workshop environment for a mixed group of 10 - 20 men
and women.
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a) In plenary, discuss some of the common cultural practices that are
perceived in the current context as negative and oppressive to women
or men. For instance, Domestic Violence, Female Genital Mutilation,
compulsory traditional circumcision, widow inheritance, wife sharing. List
these on a flip chart.
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b) Collectively select one practice that is known to participants or common in
the locality of the meeting. Share the example on widow inheritance (See
“resources” at the end of this section)
c) Divide participants into two groups – (Group 1 representing development
concerns; Group 2 cultural concerns) and ask them to answer the following
questions:
Group 1:

 Why is the selected practice considered a problem in the current development context?
 What aspects of the practice are negative or undesirable?

 Are there alternative ways of meeting the perceived benefits of this
practice?
Group 2:

 What are considered the most important elements of the cultural practice? How do they impact on human development? Can elements be
modified?

 If yes, what are the implications of modifying the practice or eliminating
it altogether? If not, how do they propose to deal with the consequences?
 What cultural resources are available to cause the desired change?

d) Each group presents the outcomes of their discussions. Guiding questions: Is
there a likelihood of a compromise? What would such a compromise look
like?
e) Refer to the 7-step process of analysis and the principles of dealing with
cultural controversies (see “resources” at end of section)
f) Ask participants how they feel and what they have learnt from this
exercise.
 Expected outcome: Participants better able to appreciate both sides of the
gender controversy, analyse it, and propose practical ways to address it in a
culturally sensitive manner.
Note: This exercise, in an adapted form, may be used in the field with
communities that are carrying out the selected controversial cultural practice.
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Field notes, Elderly women on domestic violence – Chipinge, Zimbabwe
 Gender-based violence existed but it was on a small scale previously because there was more
respect between spouses, as marriages took place later in life and youngsters were culturally
groomed. Men were taught how to treat their wives impartially.
 Domestic violence increases when there is economic insecurity; the absence of men (mainly
in South Africa) also contributes.
 Alcoholism also contributes these days: previously, beer parties were regulated by local
norms (e.g. at what age one could drink), which no longer seem to apply.
 Safety nets were also more effective and [extended] families were more involved in conflict
resolution and in taking a collective responsibility for children.

Gender issues are often culturally controversial: a subservient or respectful woman?

2. Culture and religion
Culture and religion are usually founded on deep rooted beliefs and values. Both may in some
instances be defined as a way of life as illustrated in the lives of Muslims, Jews, Hindus, Christians,
Buddhists, and believers of African religions. Culture and religion share a number of commonalities in respect to giving meaning to life, encouraging moral behaviour, and defining what is
“right” or “wrong”. Some religions are inclusive, recognising other faiths, while others are less
tolerant, sometimes requiring believers to denounce all other forms of belief and associated identities, practices and expressions, and other aspects of one’s culture.
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This contestation of beliefs may cause tension within an individual as he/she seeks to retain elements of culture or religion; or interpersonal and inter-community conflicts as individuals or
groups seek to assert themselves or to suppress other belief systems.
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Communities around the world are becoming increasingly heterogeneous, in terms of religion
and culture. The manner in which their diversity is understood and managed, determines the
degree of peaceful coexistence or outright violent conflict, as evidenced in different parts of the
world today.

Exercise 2: Culture and Religion
 Purpose: To recognise the relationship between culture and religion, and the
implications therein
 Process: Panel discussion (2 hours in a workshop or community environment)
involving representatives of religious and cultural institutions, cultural resource
persons, elders, NGO and opinion leaders (men and women) and community
members. Possibly 30 in total.
a) Select a topic of concern with religious and/or cultural dimensions in the
community that has persisted despite attempts to address it. Develop key
questions regarding the origin of the problem, perpetuators and its adverse
effects. This could include: polygamy; attitudes towards people with a
disability; treasuring historical artefacts; “witchcraft”, etc.
a) Invite a panel of 4 representatives: two from different religions and two
from different cultural communities. Brief each on the topic of concern and
request them to prepare to respond to issues raised from the respective
perspectives and ideologies.
b) Select a respected and impartial moderator and hold a panel discussion
with the entire group.
c) Note the differences and similarities in the responses provided by the
panellists on a flip chart or in a note book
d) In plenary discuss, discuss the implication of the responses provided in (d)
 Expected outcome: Participants have gained insights into the relationship
between culture and religion and the potential this holds for co-existence or
conflict, if not well managed.
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Religious ceremonies often find their
roots in different traditions and cultures, as here when the Catholic Church
and the Alur ethnic group celebrate Martyrs’ Day in Uganda.

3. HIV/AIDS
For the last three decades, almost all families and communities in East and Southern Africa have
experienced the effects of the spread of HIV and AIDS. Family resources and assets have often
been exhausted, the psychological strain is evident and, as the numbers of orphans continue to
rise, many are left to their own devices, without family care. Because it affects all dimensions of
our lives, HIV/AIDS is not only a medical problem, but also a development concern.
Some cultural practices and rituals have been identified as key drivers for the spread of HIV: these
include polygamy, widow inheritance, wife sharing, widow cleansing, and others that encourage
promiscuity - moonlight dances, marriage and funeral rite ceremonies, harvest celebrations, and
fertility ceremonies. However, controversially, cultural resources can also be extremely useful in
the fight against HIV and AIDS, including dealing with some of these practices.

Exercise 3:

Exploring the positive and negative linkages between HIV/
AIDS and culture

 Purpose: To explore the use of cultural resources in dealing with practices that
in the past may have had little negative impact on livelihoods but have grave
consequences in the current context due to HIV/AIDS.
 Process: 7 ½ hours with a mixed group - community members - knowledgeable
about a given cultural context in relation to sexual practices (clan and other
cultural leaders, ‘traditional aunties’, parents, etc), development workers involved
in HIV/AIDS mitigation. 20 - 30 participants in the field
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a) Where necessary, provide background information on HIV/AIDS and its
transmission as linked to attitudes and behaviour.
b) In buzz groups, discuss the link between culture and some of these
attitudes, behaviour and practices. Example: funeral rites ceremonies and
promiscuity. Use the text on ‘Drawing on culture to fight HIV/AIDS’, if need
be. (See “resources” at end of section)
c) List the cultural resource people responsible for passing on sex-related
information, grooming, counselling, training; the organisers of such events;
key actors in cultural ceremonies and rituals where sexually-related
practices are used.
d) Take note of all the information generated in note books and on flip charts
as reference material.
PART II: Field work - in a selected community (4 hours)
a) With due regard to the sensitivity of the subject, identify three cultural
practices that involve risky sexually-related activities; identify the key drivers.
b) Divide all participants into three and assign each group one cultural
practice to research through community interviews. Bear in mind the
gender composition depending on the cultural practice selected. Use the
7-step approach to guide the discussion, if need be (see “Resources” at end
of section). Guiding questions:

 What is the nature of the cultural practice and how widespread is it? What
are its perceived benefits?

 What cultural resources are available to better understand the practice

(history, values, people, knowledge and skills, other related practices) –
(see Cultural baseline tool – Part 3).

 How is the cultural practice linked to HIV/AIDS? What are the direct and
indirect challenges it presents?

 Is this perceived as problematic by the practicing community? By whom women or men? If yes, why?

 What are the implications of modifying the practice or eliminating it
altogether? If not, how can the consequences be dealt with?

 Are there avenues to channel HIV/AIDS related information to the community through the cultural resources persons?

PART III: Post Field work - In meeting / workshop environment (2 hours)
a) Each group presents the outcomes of the field research.
b) Discuss how cultural resources could be used to address cultural practices
that abet the spread of HIV/AIDS.
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c) Develop a plan of action on how the organisation and community can work
with cultural resource persons and in other ways to fight HIV/AIDS with
respect to the identified practices.

 Expected outcome: Participants able to recognise the value of and utilise cultural

resources to address practices that abet the spread of HIV/AIDS, supported by a
practical plan of action.
Note: This exercise, in an adapted form, may be used in the field with
communities that are carrying out the selected controversial cultural practice.

4. Rights
Exercise 4:

Exploring legal pluralism

 Purpose: To develop an understanding of legal pluralism, the challenges and
opportunities associated with it to enhance rights.
 Process: 3 hours in a workshop environment for 20 participants whose work
entails a ‘rights-based approach’
a) Start by explaining the notion of legal pluralism (see ‘Resources’ at end of
section) and ask participants to give examples of its manifestations in the
local environment.
b) Explain that, in each of these “legal” systems, actors often see “their”
system as:
 Universally applicable

 Exclusive of any other
 Superior

Conflicts are often fought using the system that is thought to be most
promising by the strongest party.
c) Ask participants to illustrate these features with local examples. Share
the example on the unintended consequences of applying the law (see
‘Resources’ at end of section).
d) A guided discussion can then follow, focusing on (i) What is and is not
“right” and according to whom? (ii) What is and is not feasible and (iii)
The implications and the way forward for one’s organisational practice.
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 Expected outcome: An enhanced understanding of the challenges of
implementing ‘rights-based’ approaches, where several “legal” systems exist, and
the possible way forward.

We have noted in this guide many of the current perceptions of culture. In addition, culture is
associated with the infringement of rights. This is especially the case when gross abuses are perpetrated in the name of ‘culture’, such as child sacrifices and other forms of ritual killings, which
often hit the headlines. Yet, who determines what is ‘right’ and ‘wrong’? The State? Cultural institutions? Religious institutions? Legal pluralism describes a situation where several ‘legal’ systems
(written and unwritten, ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’) coexist.

People’s interactions with the law can take different forms – a “gacaca” traditional court in Rwanda, a
procession of judges in Zimbabwe.

Female Genital Mutilation is practiced in several countries in the region
and considered a cultural right – its
ban has resulted in allegations of
cultural insensitivity
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5. Environmental conservation
In the last few decades, there has been increasing concern for environmental conservation, especially in relation to climate change and global warming. Prior to this however, local communities
have valued and devised means to conserve the environment for their survival and for culturally
related purposes. A controversy frequently arises as to whether some cultural practices are perceived as detrimental to, or supportive of conservation efforts.

Exercise 5:

Harmonising conservation perspectives

 Purpose: To enable participants recognise different motivations for conservation, from “traditional” and “modern” perspectives, and harmonise these
perspectives.
 Process: 1 day reflection in a workshop environment with staff and board
representatives from an organisation involved in environmental conservation,
and relevant cultural resource persons, approximately 20 people.
a) Select a natural resource that is protected for its cultural significance, such
as a well-known sacred tree, water falls, or other. Lead participants in
discussing what has made its preservation possible through time. Guiding
questions: How has this resource been protected over the years? How has
it been accessed by the community? What cultural values are attached to
it? Use the example, if necessary (see “Resources” at end of section).
b) Select an initiative carried out by the organisation in relation to
conservation and, discuss how conservation efforts have succeeded or
not and why. Guiding questions: Are there cultural practices that are a
resource or a threat to this initiative? What is the relationship between this
project and the community members?
c) Help participants to compare these experiences. Guiding question: What
can be learnt from the first experience to make the organisation initiative
more successful?
d) Using the information generated so far, participants are now in a position
to determine what course of action will be the most effective to integrate
culture in their conservation efforts in respect to:
 Conservation thinking and practice
 Existing policy framework

 Existing programmes (reviewing design, planning, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation, sustainability)
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 Development approach – including cultural resources (persons, values,
principles, practices, knowledge and skills relevant to conservation)
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 Human resource competence building / additional functions

 Financial implications, e.g. for community consultations, where necessary
Guiding questions: What practices need to be recognised and integrated
into conservation practice? Do any sensitisation efforts acknowledge the
cultural value attached to the resources with the project? Are there guidelines on how to interact with the communities; jointly manage the project;
access cultural (spiritual, medicinal) and economic resources? Use ‘A cultural approach to conservation work’ (see “Resources” at end of section)
 Expected outcome: Participants able to reflect on conservation from a
development, as well as a cultural perspective and to identify ways to integrate
a culturally sensitive approach in their conservation efforts, supported by a
practical plan of action.

Natural resource management is frequently a source of conflict in the region, especially where the natural
environment is under intense pressure.
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Resource: Dealing with cultural controversies – a 7-step process of analysis
Some cultural practices may be perceived by an outsider (to a particular ethnic or other group)
as oppressive, unjust and negative. Without understanding the value attached to a particular
cultural practice, it is difficult to understand its continued existence. It is therefore important
to analyse why a cultural practice is in use, who benefits from it, what factors perpetuate it and
who has the mandate to cause change in light of the development challenge it presents. Below
is a proposed 7-step process to deal with cultural controversies.
1. Gather information
- Cultural practice
- Its significance and scope
3. Identify supporting
cultural resources
- History, values, principles
- People
- Knowledge and skills
- Other cultural practices
5. Establish local perceptions
- Evolution of cultural
practice;
- Trigger of change
- Local perception of practice
(negative / positive)
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7. Develop a plan of action/
guidelines
- Have clear & shared
objectives
- Work with available
cultural resources
- Compromise and integrate
knowledge
- Consider alternative social
and financial benefit
- Facilitate regular reflection
- Monitor change / impact

2. Identify key actors
- Beneficiaries – most vs
least
- Drivers, perpetuators
4. Link to development
challenge
- Development challenge
- Consequences
- Scale of challenge
6. Consult cultural resource
persons
- Highlight development
challenge
- Discuss the consequences of
cultural practice
- Opportunity for
modification
- Implications of modification
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Resource: Principles of dealing with cultural controversies
1. Take a position of respect and tolerance
 Recognise that each position has its unique rationale, motivation and significance
 Change needs to be motivated by what is considered equally or more rewarding than previous and this should be illustrated in the negotiation for compromise.
2. Acknowledge the benefits of legal pluralism (several sets of laws interlocking)
 Recognise and be willing to listen and learn about “the other”
3. Be objective in the analysis of the cultural and development dimensions
Cultural dimension
 Establish the source of controversy
 Understand the cultural significance attached to the issue at hand (e.g. land – power,
identity, spirituality, source of wealth)
 Identify who would be most affected by any suggestions of change? And how?
 Identify the negative aspects of the issue at hand e.g. in relation to land – oppression of
women’s rights, denial of inheritance, land grabbing, insecurity (sense of belonging and
identity), poverty, disempowerment, etc.
Development dimension
 Identify the development challenge and the point of controversy within the legal framework (the Constitution, Declaration of Universal Human Rights, etc.)
 Acknowledge the rights and freedoms of those involved and their limitations; establish
how these have been abused; establish the magnitude of the problem and its consequences
4. Allow for negotiation and compromise
 Support reflection on the pros and cons from a development and cultural perspective
 Encourage negotiation and compromise
 Identify points of convergence and possible integration of knowledge
5. Seek lasting solutions
 Identify spaces and resourceful persons to facilitate dialogue and change
 Develop a change plan collectively
 Support change / modification processes
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Resource: Example – Analysing a controversial cultural practice

Widow inheritance

Negative aspects from a development
perspective

Positive aspects from a community
perspective

•

Violation of human rights; abuse of
women’s rights

•

Recognition and social status within
the village

•

Indignity – women equated to property;
to be bought and passed on

•

Social capital and protection;

•
Limited choices for future life

Economic security

•

•
•

Exposure to exploitation - labour, sex

•

Risk of contracting HIV/AIDS, etc

Cultural identity and spiritual
heritage, recognized lineage for
orphans

Response from a development perspective
Institute laws and policies

Response from a community
perspective

Run awareness raising, advocacy programmes

Appeal to traditional systems and
structures

Criminalize practice; Enforce the law;

Go underground with the practice
Community sanctions
Continuation of the practice

Negotiate, compromise for ‘win-win’ situation
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Facilitate reflection on information generated;
explore opportunities for change;avoiding a sense
of loss; collaboration between development and
cultural actors to establish sustained change
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Resource: Example of tackling widow inheritance in Kumi district, Uganda
Kumi Local Government working with clan leaders
In 2004, the HIV prevalence rate in Kumi district rose to an alarming 12%. Development actors
attributed this situation to insurgency, displacement and confinement of people in Internal
Displaced People’s camps, as well as to cultural practices, such as polygamy and widow inheritance. The local communities on the other hand attributed HIV/AIDS to witchcraft. Attempts
made by the Local Government and other development partners to raise awareness about the
dangers of HIV/AIDS often fell on deaf ears, and well conceived action plans remained on paper.
This lack of response prompted Kumi Local Government to engage cultural leaders to better understand and influence local perceptions of HIV/AIDS. Working with clan leaders, in particular,
proved essential because their influence was far-reaching, the local people listened to them and
their word was often final. Clan leaders took the final decision on widow inheritance – deciding
who would remarry the widow, own the property of the deceased and take care of the orphans.
Once sensitised about HIV/AIDS and the consequences of such cultural practices, clan leaders
and elders started to convey HIV prevention messages at funerals, meetings and other social
gatherings which permeated local communities.
This resulted in some modifications to widow inheritance to keep HIV/AIDS at bay: today a
widow may choose an elder clansman to assist her; this man does not have a sexual relationship
with her; she may also choose to remarry outside the clan; and orphans and the deceased’s
property are taken care of by grandparents or the clan on behalf of the family. In 2009, the HIV/
AIDS prevalence rate in Kumi District stood at 3.7%.
Orphan care
has become
an overwhelming responsibility
for Uganda’s
grandmothers,
as in many
other African
communities.
From:
“Drawing
on culture
to fight HIV/
AIDS”, CCFU,
2008
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Resource: Drawing on culture to fight HIV/AIDS - Key learning points
In 2007/8, CCFU undertook documentation of the experiences of 6 Ugandan organisations
that have used cultural resources to tackle the HIV/AIDS.
One reason for doing this was to share cases where cultural resources have been used successfully to deal with a pervading crisis which is often ascribed to our “negative culture” and secondly to make a broader case for the use of culture as an essential vehicle to both understand
and deal with development issues.
This latter point arises because of a widespread perception that culture is either irrelevant to
development initiatives or, worse, that it constitutes a hindrance on the road to prosperity.
This often conspires to make the current development process, including responses to the AIDS
crisis, often mechanistic, technocratic and devoid of cultural content. As the Commission for
Africa recently noted, “Where cultural norms have not been taken into account in HIV and AIDS
prevention strategies, prevalence rates continue to rise.”
The following learning points emerged:
 Evidence is emerging that culture offers opportunities for positive engagement, rather than
solely a constraint, in the fight against HIV/AIDS in Uganda. To date, a ‘cultural approach’
has too often been limited to social communication on HIV/AIDS-related messages.
 Although much evidence is anecdotal, it appears that cultural resources can be used to good
effect in aspects of HIV/AIDS management and prevention, as they emphasise values and
frames of reference that echo with the population and are therefore accessible and sustainable. The experiences presented here suggest initiatives that have found broad resonance
amongst the local population and have resulted in significant behaviour change and enhanced well-being and participation.
 A cultural approach to HIV/AIDS requires questioning of current approaches, a deliberate
attempt to relate to the cultural context, including its values (such as those related to health
and to death), cultural resource persons, lifestyles and realities of local people, through research and learning, and wearing ‘cultural lenses’.
 It also demands the development of culturally-context specific approaches, departing from
the global discourses and scientific models which often inform the programmes of development practitioners, towards a ‘holistic’ cultural approach, considering the cultural context as
both source of knowledge and holistic tool, beyond a mere communication vehicle.
 Given the limited evidence as to the efficacy of a cultural approach, an emphasis on innovatively monitoring its impact (beyond, say, behaviour change) is important.
From: Drawing on Culture to fight HIV/AIDS, Six Ugandan Stories, CCFU, 2008
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Resource: Legal pluralism and human rights - what role for culture?
The concept of ‘legal pluralism’ challenges the supremacy of a ‘unique law’ and encourages us
to examine the existence of several value systems, although the State may see ‘its’ system as
universalistic (or at least superior) and exclusive of others. This may explain why ‘culture’ and
‘rights’ are often seen as opposed, and why ‘customary law’ is generally considered ‘below’ statutory law.
The tension between the ‘local’ and the ‘universal’, between different sets of values is evident in
current debates on human rights, which have become a key theme in the development discourse.
International conventions stress the universal character of human rights and, amongst NGOs
the acceptance of the universality of human rights is even more wide-spread than amongst
states. Yet, if we consider the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, one may question the
perspectives of its drafters in 1948 (a group of white men) and, more broadly, what legitimacy
the ex-colonial powers, ex-cold war warriors, perpetrators of atrocities, advocates of ‘structural
adjustments’, have to dictate to others. At the minimum, we must recognise that legal frameworks are inspired by a cultural context and reflect international power relationships. Can we
therefore not legitimately ask whether, if human rights are to be at all universal (as the rights of
all human beings everywhere), they must be integral to the culture of all societies, and not only
of Western societies? Further, we can recall debates about the pre-eminence of ‘human rights’,
versus ‘economic rights: which come first? Can one have human rights in a political instable environment fuelled by poverty: as an observer wittily put it, “Human rights start with breakfast”?
This discussion finds its echo in debates about the Human Rights in relation to “African culture”. African Heads of States adopted the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights in
1981, which mentions the importance of ‘taking into consideration the virtues of their historical
tradition and the values of African civilisation which should inspire and characterise their reflection
on the concept of human and peoples’ rights.’ and an African Court first starting meeting in 2006.
Uncertainties therefore reflect the fact that we live in communities of mixed legal spaces, where
a single act or actor is potentially regulated by multiple legal or quasi-legal regimes. Communities seek (and even create) a wide variety of institutions, and practices to manage this mix.
From across the world, we increasingly recognise that ‘traditional’ mechanisms have existed
for years, providing an accepted system for governance and reconciliation, outside the formal
system imposed by the State. While the State system associates justice with punishment, traditional institutions seek to combine these elements in keeping with the values of the community. It is clear that the rule of law is not only a legal matter, but also a cultural one and it has
therefore been suggested that legal pluralism offers not only a description of the world we live
in, but that ignoring the ‘mix’ mentioned above “as somehow not law is not a useful strategy.”
Communities that produce these norms - rather than nation-states – therefore provide a useful
framework for understanding the diverse sources of values that have become the focus of much
current international law scholarship and, increasingly, practice.
Adapted from “Culture in Governance: what works?” CCFU 2010
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Resource: Legal pluralism and principles of governance
Principles of
governance

Traditional governance

Democratic governance

Values and principles

Truth, impartiality, justice, integrity,
peace, unity, consultation.

Transparency, equality, social justice,
accountability; human rights and
freedoms.

Rule of law

Unwritten traditional laws; transmitted
through informal education and
experiential orientation.

Written national and international
laws; learned through formal /civic
education.

Division of power

Guided by traditional principles and
order according to sex/age/initiation/
lineage or inheritance.

Guided by principles of division
of power between the Executive,
Legislature and Judiciary.

Political system
(participation)

Open but predominantly male-led.
Leadership by birth or appointment Kings, chiefs, clan leaders, council of
elders, family heads.

Open, provides for equal participation
of women and men – leadership is
gender neutral.

Governance systems
effectiveness

Centralised systems – tending to be
effective at micro-management levels.

Decentralised system – operational at
macro level management.

Voice and expression

Women and children’s voices are subdued
/ assumed to be catered for by men.

Open to all (men, women, children, and
marginalised groups).

Source: E. Drani “Exploring perceptions and practices of good governance, University for Development
Studies, Ghana ,2013

Resource: A legalistic approach and violation of children’s rights
“I am 12 years old and I have 4 younger siblings. Our parents died of AIDS in 2005 and our paternal
uncle took us to live with his wife and children.
“Our uncle used to cater for our feeding, school fees and medical care, but he discriminated against
us. We had to do hard labour and used to sleep with the animals in the goats’ shed while my uncle and
his family slept in their house. We asked him to let us sleep in our parents’ home, which is 250 metres
away, but he refused.
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“In 2006 our uncle sold our parents’ land and house. The village people intervened: he was arrested
and imprisoned for mistreating us and selling our land and house. During the two weeks our uncle
spent in jail, we suffered so much and that suffering still persists; our uncle’s wife deserted us and went
to her parents with her children, we were left without food or welfare, my two young siblings fell sick
and they almost died.
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“Although we retrieved our land and house, our uncle had to sell part of his land to pay the police costs
and to refund the man who had bought our parents’ land. Our uncle threw us out of his home and we
now live with our poor elderly grandmother.
“We are still suffering, as you can see. I have to work hard to feed the children and we no longer go to
school. Arresting and imprisoning our uncle was so bad, he is not a very bad man, if the elders had
talked to him, he would probably have given us back our property and we would not be suffering now.”
Imelda Mukyala, Namwendwa sub-county, Kamuli District, Uganda.
From: “Working with cultural leaders to promote the rights of widows and orphans affected by HIV and AIDS;
The experience of FIDA and Plan in Eastern Uganda”, CCFU, 2008

Resource: Example of conservation area and its cultural dimensions
A protected area may have several cultural dimensions as reflected in the diagram below

Knowledge
and skills
linked to
conservation

Economic value
and attachment
to the natural
resources

Medicinal,
spiritual, food
value attached
to the natural
resources

Communication
& expression
linked to the
natural world

Protected
area

Cultural
landscapes,
museums &
monuments,
and sites

Spiritual
value and
cultural
attachment

Existing
traditional
governance
systems linked to
conservation
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Resource: A cultural approach to conservation work
Culture in conservation involves:
 Understanding and appreciating the “rights” of the other to the reserved spaces in respect
to values, beliefs, identity, residence source of livelihood and significance attached to the
resource
 Collaborating beyond the conservation project administration/ management to include traditional institutions and cultural leaders.
 Identifying points of convergence and interface for negotiation between indigenous and foreign perceptions of conservation spaces and other resources.
 Selectively integrating diverse cultural aspects (values, principles, beliefs, bodies of knowledge and skills) into development thinking and practices.
 Seeking opportunities for modification of traditional practice to reflect conservation prerequisites.
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Part 9				Cultural ‘ice breakers’ and
energisers
1. Cultural introductions
We are all familiar with the standard introduction exercises at workshops and similar events.
These often focus on names, occupations, perhaps something unusual about the participants and
expectations of the forthcoming sessions. In most cases, these neglect our cultural background.

Exercise 1: Introductions by clan and totem
 Purpose: To introduce participants, while alerting them to their essential
cultural identity, in this case their clan and/or totem (or equivalent cultural
characteristic).
 Process: About 2-5 minutes per participant; include all participants, as well as
any facilitator/moderator.
a) Ask the first participant to introduce her/himself by name, then ask him/
her to share his clan and totem, and likewise for the other participants.
b) Once all have introduced themselves, ask participants the significance of
sharing clan names, what message this has evoked and any significance on
how one relates at work.
 Expected outcome: Participants have introduced themselves and been alerted to
the subtle influence of cultural identity on relationships with others.

2. Cultural games and energisers
During a workshop or meeting that may be lengthy, short breaks with a collective energetic activity are advisable. These breaks should be brief, mentally and /or physically stimulating.

Exercise 2:

Cultural energisers

 Purpose: To provide variety in a workshop process and ‘energise’ participants,
drawing on cultural resources.
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 Process: 10 minutes approximately, includes all participants and any facilitator/
moderator) – Select an appropriate activity, as suggested below. (See also
examples from Uganda in the “resources” at end of section).
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a) Song/poem: A participant is called upon to share a song or poem with a
short, easy to learn chorus in their mother tongue. The chorus is rehearsed
and sung by all.
b) Riddle/other activity: In a homogeneous group, a participant can be asked
to share a riddle or any other brief activity originating from his/her
cultural background that can easily engage all participants.
c) Game: If the group is culturally mixed, participants are asked to stand in
a circle. A paper or other ball is given to one of them, who chooses one
word related to the workshop theme. S/he throws the ball to another
participant at random and asks them to say the same word in their
mother tongue – and the ball is passed on. Failure to do so in time leads to
elimination.

3. Films
During a workshop programme, it is useful to provide participants with varied forms of information related to the workshop theme or to a particular session.

 Purpose: To communicate workshop content using an alternative medium and to
‘energise’ participants.
 Process: Length depends on film; preparations 10 minutes approximately, postfilm discussion as desired; includes all participants – For examples of suitable
films, see the Bibliography at the end of this guide.
a) Having selected a suitable film, preferably reflecting the workshop theme,
provide a brief introduction on the film and why it is thought to be
appropriate.
b) Ask participants to pay attention to specific aspects of the film that
reinforce the theme of the meeting/workshop / session.
c) After the film, ask participants (i) what they observed in relation to
cultural perceptions and development issues (ii) how that relates to the
topic of discussion (iii) any lessons learnt.
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Resource: Local language energisers
Three examples of energisers, using songs from different parts of Uganda.
a) Luo: “Nyok dyel mia wi” (“Give me the head of the he-goat”)
Form two lines facing each other (one male, one female). The female group starts and the male
group responds.
Female: Nyok dyel mia wi, tile 			 (She-goat: “He-goat please give me your beautiful 		
														head –she admires the goatie)
Male:

Wic yang gi wilo bo, tile x 2

(He goat: “Do they ever give away/or sell heads?”)

Chorus: Mmm, mmm, mmm tile
			

Wic yang gi wilo bo, tile x 2

(All proudly answer: “Mmm mmm mmm do they 		
													ever give or sell heads?”)

This is chorused with the two lines walking teasingly towards each other while gracing their
heads proudly.
b) Luganda: “Ekibbobbo kiri munyumba” (“There is large basket in the house”)
Useful for bringing people together, a circle is formed to represent a round hut. The leader of
the song tries to convince others that a big basket is in the house and that they should come and
see it. So the response includes singing and jumping inward and outward.
Leader: Ekibbobbo 				(“A big basket…”)
Chorus kiri munyumba 		 (“…is in the house) (in one position but jumping)
(4 times)
Leader:
Chorus
Leader:
Chorus:

Jjangu okirabe 		
kiri munyumba 		
Kiriwa kiriwa 		
Kiri munnyumba

(“Come and see…”)
(“…is in the house) (jumping inward towards the leader)
(“Where is it?…)
(“…is in the house)

When the leader realises that participants are getting closer, s/he instructs them to jump moving outward:
Leader: Genda, genda 		
Chorus: Kiri munyumba 		
(Twice)
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(“Go away, go away”)
(“…is in the house) (jumping outwards away from the leader)

Leader: Komawo, komawo (“Come back, come back…”)
Chorus: Kiri munyumba 		 (“…is in the house) (jumping inward towards the leader)
(Twice)
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The singing is accompanied by rhythmic foot stamping, as people jump in an orderly fashion
inwards, outwards, or remain in one position. The leader is free to use his/her hands to confuse
the team, e.g. motioning outwards when the singing instructs inward, then reversing the order
of instructions.
c) 		

Lusoga: “Siii kano akanoni” (“Move away, bird”)

A song from Eastern Uganda, with separate male and female voices pronounced. The song (originally for scaring away birds) can be used to underline unity and competition between men and
women, but also to highlight the importance of complementary roles to produce a beautiful
song. It can be used during gender sessions, or team building exercises for women and men:
some adults think that singing is mainly for women/children and they can be teased by being
asked whether they found the singing exciting, and whether the mixing of voices made a difference. The song brings childhood memories, so it can also be used as a wake-up exercise after a
taxing session.
Female: Siii kano akanoni, siii kanaikonto (“Move away small bird…”)
Male: Siii kano akanoni siii kanaikonto
Chorus: Siii kano akanoni, siii kanaikonto,
			Siii kano akanoni siii kanaikonto,

Female: Batuzimbira eisomero, liino litweyagaza (“They built us a school, which we are proud of”)
Male:		 Batuzimbira eisomero, liino litweyagaza
Chorus: Siii kano akanoni, siii kanaikonto
			Siii kano akanoni siii kanaikonto

Male: Hedimasta ogolola, Kkoti yo otagyerabira (“Headmaster, as you leave, don’t forget your coat”)
Female: Hedimasta ogolola, Kkoti yo otagyerabira
Chorus: Siii kano akanoni, siii kanaikonto
			Siii kano akanoni siii kanaikonto,

Female: Akanoni kakoba Musubika (“The tiny bird told Musubika”)
Male:		 Tulye obulo tuleke omutyeere (“Let us eat millet, not rice”)
Chorus: Siii kano akanoni, siii kanaikonto
			siii kano akanoni siii kanaikonto,
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Audio-visual Materials
 ‘Culture in development in Uganda: experiences and prospects’, (producer-CCFU); highlights
the necessity of culture in development, in terms of knowledge, values, language, etc.
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It is increasingly recognised that culture is a vital ingredient of effective and equitable change. Yet, what
does culture look like? Where does one find it? How can it be integrated in one’s development practice?
This guide attempts to respond to these questions. The material presented here was developed by the
Cross-Cultural Foundation of Uganda, following research, training and reflection events on how to
integrate cultural resources in development practice in Uganda, Kenya and Zimbabwe
The guide is meant to enable trainers and development workers acquire hands-on knowledge and skills to
analyse culture and to harness its power to make their development practice more effective and sustainable.
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